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Academic Senate 
Meeting of the Academic Senate 
Tuesday, December 4, 2018 
UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 pm 
I. Minutes: none. 
II . Communications and Announcements: The Academic Senate has received the General Education Task Force 
Report and Recommendations: Creating a Student-Focused and Distinctive Program at Cal Poly, October 2018, and 
it has been communicated to the General Education Governance Board for Review. The report is available at 
https://content-calpol -
edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicsenate/1/Task Forces/GETF Recommendations Report20181020.pdf 
The Memorandum of Understanding: Statement of Collaboration and Communication is available at https://content­
calpol v-edu.s3 .amazonaws.com/academicsenate/l/Task Forces/GEGB MOU.pdf 
III. Reports: 
A. Academic Senate Chair: 
B. President's Office: (p. 2). 
C. Provost: 
D. Vice President for Student Affairs: (p. 3). 
E. Statewide Senate: (pp. 4-49). 
F. CFA: 
G. ASI: (pp. 50-51). 
IV. Special Reports: 
A. [TIME CERTAIN 3:20 p.m.] University Campaign by Matthew Ewing, Vice President of Development. 
B. W ASC Thematic Pathway for Reaffirmation by Bruno Giberti, Associate Vice Provost for Academic 
Programs and Planning. 
V. Business Items: 
A. Resolution on Senior Projects: Dawn Janke , Senior Project Task Force Chair, first reading (pp. 52-59). 
B. Resolution on Proposed Organization of a new University Faculty Personnel Policies Document: Ken 
Brown, Faculty Affairs Committee Chair, first reading (pp. 60-66). 
C. Resolution on Campus Climate: University Ombuds and Training: Paul Choboter, Math Department, first 
reading (pp. 67-101 ). 
D. Resolution to Modify the Bylaws of the Academic Senate: Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair, first 
reading (pp. 102-103). 
E. Resolution to Modify Section V. Meetings of the Bylaws of the Academic Senate: Dustin Stegner, Academic 
Senate Chair, first reading (p. 104). 
VI. Discussion Item(s): 
VII. Ad journment: 
805-756-1258 -- academicsenate.calpoly .edu 
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Academic Senate 
December 4, 2018 - 3:10 pm 
President's Report 
1. CSU Trustees approve naming of Justin and J. Lohr Center forWine and Viticulture. 
The Board of Trustees of the California State University passed a Resolution at the 
November 14-15, 2018 Board of Trustees meeting approving the naming of the newly 
constructed agricultural facilities at Cal Poly. The facilities will be named the Justin and J. 
Lohr Center for Wine and Viticulture. 
2. President's Local Economic Development Committee. 
President Armstrong convened his Council of Advisors ad hoc Local Economic 
Development Committee on Tuesday, November 27th • This is a group of over 75 people 
that represent our Central Coast region - from the north end of SLO County down through 
Northern Santa Barbara County - including local municipal government and private 
industry leaders, K-12 superintendents and higher education presidents and representatives 
from Cal Poly including Academic Senate Chair Dustin Stegner. 
In addition to the President's update, the group heard from SLO Partners on their 
successful efforts and future goals in local apprenticeship programs, what's happening at 
the Cal Poly Technology Park and about a new local economic development organization 
taking shape currently called the Hourglass Project. 
3. Marketing/Branding Effort. 
Faculty, staff and students are being invited to provide feedback on the Cal Poly brand. 
As part of an ongoing brand strategy effort, all faculty, staff and students will have the 
opportunity to give feedback on potential creative concepts related to the Cal Poly brand. 
Each member of the campus community will receive an email with a unique link to take an 
online survey reviewing potential logo and marketing material designs. 
The survey will take about 15 minutes, and all feedback will be anonymous. The input of 
the campus community plays a critical role in informing an authentic brand that accurately 
reflects where Cal Poly is headed. University Marketing is leading the effort with higher 
education marketing finn SimpsonScarborough. The brand strategy process will also 
influence a redesign of the Cal Poly website. 
4. December 6th Campus Holiday Reception at the PAC. 
President A1mstrong and his wife, Sharon, will host a holiday reception for faculty and staff 
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 6, in the lobby of the Performing Arts Center's 
Christopher Cohan Center. Once again, in partnership with local nonprofit Jack's Helping 
Hand, guests are invited to bring a donation of a new, unwrapped toy or gift card (Amazon 
preferred) to the reception.;or toy donations may also be made by shopping on line on 
Jack's Helping Hand's wish list on Amazon. Faculty and staff spouses and partners are 
welcome to attend the reception. 
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Student Affairs Report to Senate 
December 4, 2018 
Keith Humphrey 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
• The Assistant/ Associate Dean of Students have seen a significant increase in case load. 
828 students were supported in the 15-16 academic year increasing to 1297 students in 
the 17-18 academic year. These two staff members will be focusing on only the highest 
need students to effectively support the most complex student needs. 
• Thank you to everyone on campus that has given to the gofundme account to support 
Lillianne Tang, the staff member in the Cross-Cultural Centers who was hit by a vehicle 
while crossing Monterey Street. The gofundme is still active as Lillianne's recovery will 
be long, if you wish to donate. 
• Student Affairs has raised over $21,000 to support Cal Poly students who have been 
impacted by wildfires throughout the state. Funds will help students manage their 
educational expenses. If you know students who have lost their home, parents lost 
their employment or other situations that can impact their education please refer them 
to the Dean of Students Office. We will continue to raise funds for this student need. 
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Statewide Senator Report 
December 4, 2018 
IA] I have attached the resolutions that were presented at the November plenary. I wrote and 
presented the resolution: "A CALL FOR THE INCLUSION OF TUITION IN THE CAL GRANT B 
PROGRAM FOR FRESHMAN." The Cal Grant program is fully funded and increasing each 
year. The Cal Grant B program is a needs based grant and currently does not fund 
tuition. This resolution is asking for tuition to be added to the grant. 
[B] John Tarjan's "Campus Report" that he sends to all Senators. 
[C] The faculty trustees' report on the November BOT meeting 
ID] The paper "Artificial Intelligence Implications for Higher Education" by my colleague Simon 
Rodan. The Academic Affair Committee {AA committee) spent a lot of time discussing this 
paper and if degrees will become obsolete due to increased Al applications. The question is, 
"Should the CSU prepare for re-education 6 years after graduation." It was a spirited debate 
and we did not come to a common conclusion. 
There will be a number of searches for new Presidents at the CSU and those campuses want on 
campus interviews. This issue is not going away any time .soon. 
Jim Locascio 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3357-18/FGA 
November 7-8, 2018 
First Reading 
EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF ATTRITION AND ENROLLMENT GROWTH ON 
THE NUMBER OF CSU STUDENTS 
1 1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California S~te University (ASCSU) urge the 
..~-::~.;.:~\? 
2 CSU to recognize that the emphasis on increasing gra~v,tiqn ' rates wiU not, by itself, lead to 
3 increasing the number of CSU graduates.; and be it:ftidb:/ ,;· __:,\ · .. 
4 2. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU encourage .th~c'SU to recognize theimpact of attrition on the 
-·:. 
., 
.. 
..
··• ( ., 
,~ ,. 
5 number of CSU graduates; and be it further · 
-.·;. -:~. 
6 3. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU e~pourage the CSU th"cbnstitute a Task Force to identify 
'i:_,_F :·;'·:_._·, 
7 strategies for and assess the cost of tr~ckirig students who ar~ most at risk of leaving or who 
8 have left the CSU (voluntatily and invdl~lltarily); ~nd~-it furth~r 
9 4. RESOLVED: Thafth~ ASCSU ;\ltge the CSUtb ~llocate a portion of GI 2025 funding 
10 sufficient to 
.. ~ .. . 
implement 
. . . . 
the
. 
sti~te'gi
. 
'es ·mentified°by 
. -
the Task Force to mitigate attrition in the 
. 
11 CSU ; ~nd be it furthef 
12 5. RESOLVED: That the ASC~U encourage the CSU to expand its efforts to secure funding for 
13 significant FTES enrollmentgrowth (beyond AUL increases); and be it further 
14 6. RESOLVED: That the 
. 
ASCSU 
,"."·'·~ . 
distribute this resolution to: 
15 • Chancellor White 
16 • EVC Blanchard 
17 • EVC Relyea 
18 • The Board of Trustees 
19 • CSU Campus Presidents 
20 • CSU Campus Provosts 
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Academic Senate CSU AS-3357-18/FGA 
Page 2 of 3 November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
21 • CSU Campus Senate Chairs 
22 • The California State Student's Association (CSSA) 
23 RATIONALE: For the past two years, the CSU has l}een spending over $150 million to 
-·~:·.-·./.}::~-~ 
24 increase graduation rates , both to meet State req~!_~f ;-,~:do so, but more fundamentally to 
_, ;, 
·
!'_.: ' .-:.:· 
) .. .. 
25 address the Public Policy Institute ofCalifornl4 ::cAJ>ic)-position that to meet labor market 
I • ,, ' ' :· • ' -~ ':: ~ , 
26 projections in California, 480,000 mqr.e-·C(!)_lff!cgegraduate/are_ .
',:-:.··::: . .. ·-; ~·-.
needed from the CSU by
.:._·_ 
+"';';=·· 
27 2030. Improving graduation rates to tti(!_feasethe number of grad_tlt1_ff!_sis costly and, most 
-~- - - . •:y ,· ..., 
28 importantly, does not by itself increase th~~~umber of graquates (S;~/1;:q_nd Schutte , 2018). 
...•. .:-;,.. ..>~ 
29 Indeed, improving graduatio .1ji·iite_~:}1/ill likely h~~e.;t~e ,opposite effect as, b'Jl,(iefinition, to 
·~,~ .. ·..:< ·-.~-:\·_;:--/~~. -~.. 
30 do so means Average Unit Load(AUl)·must increase, which given a constant budget, can 
., ·.· .. •> j • , -. . . 
--~;... ·: 
only 
,' ·. . . ~"; : 
31 decredslrig e_f!rollment(wf-· ·.. ; -·~/lead to tness campus impactions r;mdthe 30,000 qualified 
32 students turned ilway from the CSU during the 2017:"'.!8ArJ. In the [ong run, ·not only does 
.. - . . .. ~i_ -· • . '. 
33 enrollmentpotentially d(!crease;:but so does tenure density , l'ilhileplading increasing 
'. ,;. 
. . 
34 pressure on budgets 
, _. 
arid ~tude,/t/iic~i'iy 
-· 
ratios. 
. 
. ; . •: : ··-b. ,:/ 
35 Moreover , a focus on 'w-aduatio~-;ates tends t<ulinigfd te the broad diversity of life 
. ~ 
36 circumstance~ of CSU's students . For exa!11ple,many CSU students enroll at a CSU because 
·-:; 
37 they are the firsiifJ their familiJ f to attend college . Discovering one's sense of self in the 
38 world higher education, regardle~s ·of any additional guidance provided, may infact take 
39 longer than four years for su¢h~ludents. Other unintended consequences may easily occur. 
40 For example, impaction due in part to students taking higher A ULs may reduce the 
41 enrollment of traditionally underserved students, or mismatches in college preparedness 
42 may lead to other groups of students performing poorly. While eliminating the equity gap is 
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Academic Senate CSU 
Page 3 of3 
AS-3357-18/FGA 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
43 a laudable and important goal, eliminating the equity gap while increasing graduation rates 
44 may lead to other unintentional and adverse consequences. 
45 
46 
47 
Since improving graduation rates does not by itself pro'fl.uce more students with degrees, the 
t ·-'· ''. '~,. : : 
only means for increasing the numbers of grad!i,atesftom the CSU is to increase enrollment, 
.. : ....; . . 
-:-:.,,,• '.,_),. ' (I 
with concomitant increases in classes,fa~ulty , itiidfa~dities to accommodate them. In the 
. . . •, ··'· {~·,,. 
48 past jive years, the CSU has receivedf~nd./Jor 
. ,. ' 
only a 1-2% ehf9llment growth. In ihe 2018-
-~-.. 
49 19 budget, one-time funds were granted ~3,Pmillion per year for]oitr years) which 
50 potentially gives rise to suppq~ting a higher ertf(j)llment grpwth. However, since these are 
51 one-time funds , it is impossibie ~o jJlimlong-term ;o ,(lc~-;,;;hwdate such growth without 
52 sacrificing ml!clj" ~lse,where, were 'i'he~e funds- to end. 
53 Even with such additional revenue, it wil(not be p<jssibl<: to attain _th,e goal of an additional 
54 40,000graduates per year needed for 2030, i,Js,fi'roposed.by-PPIC. The CSU should consider 
55 ·attrition as af'ljldor impacting/he number of gradu~tes. As data suggests , a 1% decrease in 
56 the. 20% or greater CSUattr1ho_n,,:ate would /ear;!to approximately 4,000 more graduates 
57 per yeizr .. :-:q direct relatio11,sflip, sigriif,cantly more impactful than an increase in graduation 
58 rates. Currently, relatively little emphasis or money from GI 2025 or funds from any 
59 source , · is spent unders,tanding andmitigating the impact of attrition on the number of 
60 graduates. 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3350-18/AA/FGA 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
A CALL FOR THE INCLUSION OF TUITION IN THE CAL GRANT B PROGRAM 
FOR FRESHMAN 
1 1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California State University (ASCSU) encourage the 
2 California Legislature, the Governor of California, the CSl['I;l~iird of Trustees, and the CSU 
3 Chancellor's Office to work in concert to add tuition ,t<;::~~ ~~lrorant B awarded to low income 
4 :freshman; and be it further 
.;-;_._ ; 
5 2. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU request that the.·Legislative Analyst's Office investigate the impact 
.. .. 
6 on student access, success, and the bµd,get of the C.iitfqr~i~-:~fate University (CSU) of not including 
}· ~ .->: ·:.. ',:: ;• . 
7 tuition cost for freshman receiving a .. C;:tlGtifnt,B, ; and b,(i~ ~rther
8 3. RESOLVED: That the ASC.SU 
--: . 
distributiHhis 
:-·-. ·.. 
resolution.to 
: ·,_. , .. ,- :. 
9 • The Govern cit:of Californiii,< 
10 • Committee on Eciu~ation, California State), ,ssembly, 
. . :,._ . "-t' 
11 • SenateCom~ittee on .. Education, 'cal~~ornia State Senate, 
12 • Chair, Assembly 'Budget Cowrnittee, 
13 • Chair, .. ralifornia Senate Budget Committee, 
14 • Paul Steenh.ausen , Califor.pia State University Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office, 
15 • Jennifer Kuhn~·Peputy J"o,egislative Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office, 
. -· . - ;·· 
16 • CSU Board ofTtust~es, ',· 
17 • CSU Chancellor, 
18 • CSU campus Presidents, 
19 • CSU campus Senate Chairs, 
20 • CSU ProvostsNice Presidents of Academic Affairs, 
21 • California State Student Association (CSSA), 
22 • California Faculty Association (CF A), 
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Academic Senate CSU AS-3350-18/AA/FGA 
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First Reading 
23 • California State University Emeritus and Retired Faculty Association (CSU ERF A) 
24 RATIONALE: The Cal Grant was created in 1955 to help California families to afford higher 
25 education and is currently funded at $2.2 billion. This 
;;·. ."
~rititlement 
: .
program is open to all 
~·.. 
26 
..:.--~~/~;~. t-, .· 
California high school students attending any q9,~r~fiited and Cal Grant participating institution 
.;:·~·-,~,;___. . . 
27 of higher education who meet certain incqme"tindG.i{i:-fgquirements. The Cal Grant B program 
·', - . . ··--, ·•, 
~ '..'-,.. 
28 is an income-based grant available tqfres'.hin~n ctmini.mum high school GPA of2.0. 
... :r :.-~ 
who have 
.· .. ·\ :_." 
29 For today's incoming.freshman class, t~llfBn is a major expens~/idf}dit especially impacts low 
' .. .. 
;: ' ~;,-. 
30 income families. The lack of tu_ition awardjor ,f?e most v~!~erable stude#t~ during their first year 
31 of college impacts affordabiliiy;!e~ention, and ulii~fiti~ihtir academic succ~s.s. 
' ' . . ' •' . •. 
·_··.·., 
. __..... 
Higher Education Funding Per Full-Time Equivalent Student 
$30,000 
25.000 .. UC 
T $24 , 788 -$25,469 $23,723$22 .769 20,000 -S21,374 
15,000 CSU
• $14,489• $13,268 $13,868 $14,120 
10.000 $12,494 
CCC 
$7 ,897 $8,0645,000 • $6,442 $7,073$6 ,232 
2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015•16 2016-17 
Notes: 
Includes General Fund, fee revenue ne1 of discounts. anCI tocal property taxes . 1n 2016-17, tuition discounts 
per full-time equivalent (FTE) student are projected to be $4,265 at UC, $1,676 at CSU. and $665 at CCC 
Fee discounts at CCC are offset by Proposition 98 Gleneral Fund . 
The CCC rates Include Adult Education Block Grant funding al $446 per student In 2015 - 16 and $438 per 
student In 2016 - 17 . · 
At UC and CSU, 1 FTE student represents 30 credit units ror an undergraduate and 24 credit units ror 
a graduate student. At CCC, 1 FTE student represents 525 contact hours per year, whlch on average 
generates about 24 credits. 
Reflects unadjusted rates. ln1tatlon (as measured by the state and focal government price Index) was 
2 . 1 percent In 2013-t4. 1.0 percent In 2014-15, 0.9 percent In 2015-16. and 2 .5 percent In 2016-17. 
. 
Reference: https:/lwww2.calstate.edulattendl pa11ing-for-colle g"elfinancial-aidltvpeslPageslcal-grants.aspx 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3351-18/FGA 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
INCREASED FUNDING FOR THE ELECTRONIC CORE COLLECTION (ECC) 
1 1. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU recognize that the CSU Council of Library Directors 
2 (COLD) is faced with major cuts to the Electronic Core :~,ollection (ECC) due to inflation 
3 and Jack of funding increases; and be it further 
4 2. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of.tb~ California St~1J/9qiversity (ASCSU) urge 
.·-
5 the Chancellor to increase the funding fortheElectronic Core Coli~ct~on(ECC), in order 
-~ -~ ·. . 
6 address increasing costs and tpntinue to reapJ~~'.ag;'vantagesof colle::ctive 
7 purchasing power that saves\ ~ ;;_CSU,$}5 mill;~~-·i~mually; and be it further 
\:re- . -~ ·.., -:: . . , 
8 3. RESOLVED: That the AS CSU distriBhtion thi re}mlution··· 
.. , · ·- •;:- ·-... ,, ·.•· ' 
9 • CSU Board ·pf Truste~s,=.-
10 • CSU Chancellor ~:__ 
11 ~--CStJ·campus Pre~ide~ts, 
12 • CSU campuS-.Senate <?hairs 
> ;-;,_· . . 
13 • CSU ProvostsN ·ice Presidepts of Academic Affairs , 
14 • Courtcjl of Library .Qir¢ctors (COLD), 
15 • CSU ERFSA, and the :; 
. :; _ :> 
16 • California StateStrident Association (CSSA). 
17 RATIONALE: The ECC started in 1999 and in 2008, the Academic Senate of the 
18 California State University endorsed the Virtual Library AS-2854-08/AA of which the 
19 Electronic Core Collection (ECC) collection is part/or CSU students and faculty . Since 
20 2008, the budget has stagnated at $5 million with no augmentations in ten years. As a 
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Academic Senate CSU AS-3351-18/FGA 
Page 2 of3 November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
21 result, due to increasing costs of information resources and inflation, the purchasing 
22 power of the ECC has diminished and information sources cut to keep within the 
23 budget. 
24 The ECC allows all CSU students access to materials no matter the size and budget of 
25 their campus, which in turn leads to their success. Further;tfze value of this collection 
-·~-\~/\/·-.-~
26 helps campuses meet accreditation standards ofWAS(J:in ''information literacy and )~:/ ·~!:'.\ 
27 critical thinking. Notably, fiscally this is the most-efjicien'f ;lf,fJlY to maintain library 
. . ··-t f _;-
28 collections because this combined purchasiJgpower saves the'rf$U,.an estimated $15 
,:_; .-,.-:-· ~.· :, 
-:}?-·;,.· . 29 million, annually . 
30 The ECC currently includes 5i'Q.~l.in~ collections 'liiJif?fatabases (list attached). During 
; . ~ ~- /1 \ -•--::":._r.-: . _ ·-
31 the 2017-18 academic year, ther~ i-i!e,;e 17, 77:4.,7_33 fulli~~t downloads from the CSU 
. - : . . .~-. . .,.. . . 
32 Libraries online r~1or,iri;~4_py CSU stu<{~nts a'?.cJ:Jfr.cuJt)l1 • 
. ' ",! . , • . ~;,.: .. • . ·t. ... .. 
Resources in the Electronic Cote Collecti~n 33 
.· . .;• :";;:;. o · 
' .,_. ,· 
34 • AB! inforn1.(ProQuest) . 
35 • Academic Sea/ch fremier (EBSCO) 
· -' . ' · -·.·: . 
• Academic Complete · e]iooks (ProQuest) 
. . ·- -~. 
37 • American 4Jhemical Society Journal Archives 
• American Council of Learned Societies 
39 • America History and Life (EBSCO) 
40 • Biological Abstracts (Thomson) 
41 • CJNAHL (EBSCO) 
42 • Communication and Mass Media Complete (EBSCO) 
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43 • CQ Researcher 
44 • Digital Dissertations Package A (ProQuest) 
45 • Ethnic News Watch 
46 • GenderWatch 
47 • Global Newsstream (ProQuest) 
• Grove's Music 
49 • JSTOR Arts and Sciences (12 collections) 
50 • Life Sciences Collection (JSTOR) 
51 • MathSciNet 
52 • Mergent Online 
53 • Modern Language Associatid.P: (EBSCOand ProQue~t) 
54 • Netlibrary (E§:SCO) 
55 • Oxfqrd Engitsh Dictionary 
56 • ProjectJfuse Stanti.arq_'Collection 
57 • PsycARTJCLE~ (E~1cb 
.. 
and ProQ~esi) 
. :__ ~- . : . 
58 • P.syc/NFO (EBSCtXq!'Jd ProQuest) 
59 • Safari TechBooks (ProQuest) 
60 • Sociologica!AbstrqcM (ProQuest) 
61 • Springerlink Online Historical Baclifiles 
62 • SCOAP3 
• West/aw: Campus Research - News and Life 
• Wiley lnterscience Baclifile 
65 • Wiley-Blackwell Baclifile 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-'3349-18/F A 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
MISAPPROPRIATION OF CSU FACULTY INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS BY 
COURSE HERO 
1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the Cali(orni~ State University (ASCSU) find 
·· .. 
..,. ~
.......
~ -- ' ~ ~ - - . 1 .._:.-, 
2 that Course Hero violates CSU campus policies _arii'.rt1fsaP~f9Priates faculty intellectual 
_,--\_, . - -\ -Y.-
3 property by disseminating CSU faculty coursernhterfals withoi:i°fp~n.nission;and be it 
.,: ·--:·' .'..-,i . 
·-'f: 
4 further 
·,·--:·.°.l?~}. 
5 2. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU¢x -pr~ss serious ~oil.c~~lihat Course Hero threatens the 
c - :- ; , · -· 
6 integrity and value of CSU degreesbyenl:lb.1ing cheating ia:nd other forms of academic 
·- . ,-_; -,.. 
7 dishonesty; and be it further ~ 
.. _ !,. • • • 
8 3. RESOLVED: fh~tthe ASCStf request tlianhe CO dem~ti~ that Course Hero cease and 
9 desist ftoJDm.isappr~ptiating 
: 
ftie_'.coursemat~tials of CSU faculty ; 
. . ;_ . -~ 
. ~ 
10 4. RESOLVED: That the.ASCSUJequest that the CO develop and communicate to campus 
11 faculty afjllable PDF foryn.with -i~Sttuctions which faculty may use to demand removal of 
- . . , .. .
12 their inteJlectua:lproperty frOfllCH under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA); 
13 l:lndbe it finaJly 
14 5. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU distribute this resolution to 
15 • Gregor Carrigan , CEO and Cofounder, Course Hero 
16 • Andrew Grauer, CEO and Cofounder, Course Hero 
17 • Deborah Quazzo, Managing Partner, GSV AcceleraTE 
18 • CSU Board of Trustees , 
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19 • CSU Chancellor, 
20 • CSU campus Presidents , 
21 • CSU campus Senate Chairs, 
22 • CSU campus Senate Executive Committees , 
23 • CSU ProvostsNice Presidents of Academic Affair~,,,::i;:'\:.-: 
~-/i ,:";;. .J·: 
24 • CSU campus articulation officers, ;?;{';·/· ,. 
25 • California Faculty Association (CFA) 
26 • California State Student Association (GSSA) 
. i;-·, :'\ } 
27 • Emeritus and Retired Faculty Association(ERFA) ,.'.: :_.-
1-:•• :·-:--.., :;.:;.< -- =·· .•
-~f::..-~·~-~ -:·.-~.•. i~ -<.).~- ·. 
28 RATIONALE : Course Hero (httji$.'!/www.coursehe'rt/com)provides a venuefor people 
r <_i-· -· .. - ·'f(l ...•: ~3~--
29 to upload materials from courses. s~'c~-~iit~riq/s include -l~bpiitted student work,faculty 
.· •<-. •. 
;·:- . 
30 grading keys, facultyexa_,µ questions, le'c{urenot~i' :a.f!tJ.~ther"iiltel/ectualproperty. 
. :··-:·._. , : ·. . ·::... ,; ·_:;. -·. · ··!_, .. 
31 Course Hero does iiqt .verify tha.ftheir memb~t; have permission to upload materials. 
32 Instead, 
.  ; ..,'.~-
33 We r~iy pn copyright h~lders ~;d _qur users t~flag any alleged copyright infringement so 
. : .. --:: ' , · :~. 
34 that we "1a)ipromptly invistigate th/i'IJgident,protect copyrighted work, and ensure 
-· t,.· 
35 compliance with.the DMCA. :fi~Jps://www.coursehero.com/copyright/#copyright _policy 
36 While the site does p/o~~deaformfor requesting the removal of materials, many CSU 
·, · 
37 faculty may not be aware of the existence of Course Hero, be willing to register in order 
38 to search for their materials , or be able to locate theform. 
39 Course materials are the intellectual property of individual CSUfaculty and not owned 
40 by the CSU. Nonetheless, the CSU has a substantial interest in protecting the quality of 
41 instruction and the integrity of.CSU degrees. 
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42 Therefore, this resolution requests that the CO use its legal expertise to simplify the 
43 process for faculty enforcing their intellectual property rights. 
•;._. 
.~t ... 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3355-18/APEP/AA 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APPOINTMENT TO BE A FACULTY DISCIPLINE 
REVIEW GROUP (FDRG) MEMBER FOR THE CALIFORNIA COURSE­
IDENTIFICATION (C-1D) PROCESS 
1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the CalifomJ.~:State University (ASCSU) 
4~<~~ .._;:.: 
2 endorse the following requirements for FDRG mem.b~ts~tp in the SB 1440 Transfer Model 
/~_-_:.. J. ;  ~ .+A. 
3 Curriculum (TMC) development and review PF~ess: 
4 a. FDRG members shall be appoi~t ~~ ·from the ranks of t~nui-~d or tenure-track 
,_._.- . 
5 CSU faculty with bro~?experience'in~,µrr~qti:lUm/articu]ation anoexpertise in the 
. . ' : ....- .':~.. -~,:; 
·/-~\-~;~ '7 . -~.r·.-.. --~ :: ... ~ 
6 discipline of the pote,n~~ifTt ~nsfer ModelCgrr.,icula: 
;..._,-_·· 
7 b. appoirited to a FD~G sha]] be tenured. The majority of the CSU rJpµ]ty
:· .• ::· . ...c ..· . ·. ·. .:..~ . . -~ 
' ,•- . 
8 and be it further; <> 
. 
r-
9 2. RESOLVED: The appointm.enfbf;J~c.t1lty to;tbe FDRG be the purview of the Academic 
~:-:~:-.,~: ··. ·:., . . .· ~:}~ · -. : . -~ _ . .. :.~--: ~f.,;~ .. { ·. -;_ 
- , ,f • • .. 
10 SenaJe'·tsu ~xecupy~ . comm~,t:tee; and beit fj;irther, 
-- . .._. ,· 
11 3. RESOiiV;ED: That the"A$CSU distribute this resolution to: 
.;.:· -
12 • C-10 '1ep;a~rship V"', 
:. 5 ~: .. 
13 • Academic S:enate .'ff};.c 
14 • CIAC listserv ' 
15 • ICAS membership 
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16 RATIONALE: To be developed ... 
17 Prior resolutions on the development of Transfer Model Curricula (see 
18 https:l/www. ca/state .edulacadsen/committees/a pep/do~uments/AP EP 2010-
:~<·_{~~>:~- :·:;-
19 11 ANNUAL REPORT. pd0 include: 
··-:_:_,.-:, ;• 
.- . :-:•. .···-.
20 AS-2972-10/APEP: Call for the Forma~·dn6fa Joint CC°6~C$V SB 1440 (Padilla)
•. 'l' , • c· r· : , 
·,· f 
21 Implementation Task Force on TransfetM. Degrees. 
22 In anticipation of the Govefrior,_signing SB 1440lPadillq) 'f::now signed +·9allingfor the 
. -.•, ~-....:. :, . ' . - .. . ' '. •. 
23 creation of a transfer AA de; lt by f:alifornia C~ili~ij~; '~olleges, this r:s'Jl'llt{qncalls 
,,· '.\ • --~~ • 1 
24 for establishme"f!i'of9:}o_!ntCCC-6$lf to ov~,:-~eeimplerri~fftqtionof the degree. • 'work 
· - . --:·--.... '-\ _-~.:~; · ; . ~ ', -;., ·· ;.__ :-· ..;/ -~ 
25 on CCC transfe:r:degrees (t-h~ · is continuing.new nor;i~nclature isp9w AA-T &~S-T) 
' - ... .! '• . - -'. ~ . - . : \ 
·• .:·> 
26 Remaining issues ·,~on<:ernadvocating CCCs to iftc~fpordteAmerican1nstitutions 
..~ ~ :· '-;.:.' -.; ._, ·. . ' . 
27 ·;equire~/nts (w~~n pos;ib1ex i~nsuring that CCCcoursework m~e'~sthe standards 
~ ' ~ . . 
28 required for preparat}pnfor flppl!r divisi~h .yor~ ir/ihe major (e.g., some courses 
.', •, - : • ' .•, • .r • , . 
•.. '·. 
29 submitted.Jor the AA-T d~sjgnati01i are neither fdsun~r C-ID approved), working on 
30 degree compl~tionltrackingfor,the tran;Jirdegrees (and notification to the CSU), the 
.. . ' ' 
31 development of "ne~"_model cutr~~-µJaformajors that have not yet been developed, any 
32 review or revisitation ofaPf!f ove~ 'model curricula, 
33 AS-2999-11/AA: Support for Faculty Collaboratio .n in the Development of Model 
34 Transfer Degrees (SB 1440) 
35 The ASCSU encourages active participation by discipline-specific faculty from both the 
36 CSU and the CCC in the development of transfer model curricula for purposes of 
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37 implementing SB 1440. The resolution also urges campuses and the Office of the 
38 Chancellor to provide neededfundingfor dis.ciplinefaculty participate in the 
39 development of these degrees. 
: ~. ·-
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3348-18/EX 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
ADOPTION OF "TENETS OF SYSTEM LEVEL GOVERNANCE IN THE 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSI'IY" 
· 1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the Californi~ 8:tate University (ASCSU) adopt 
_,!}({;(· 
2 the document titled, "Tenets of System Level Shared _q9"'y¢rnance of the California State 
~;;/:r·.-rr~~~f~...'~~ :. 
3 University," and its accompanying "Addendum~'; 'a)'1d'be iHµ_t_tp.er 
, :· ,. . ,. ,;::_ 
__{ '·.· :, 
4 2. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU urge its ~x~~ti~iveCommittee ·:~d .rn~mbers of the 
;-: . . . .. ':~ -
5 Chancellor's Office to abide by the princi;ieland processes included i~the "Tenets" 
\;~La:::· , .f:>~ • . , ~ 
'\ ·.· .• 
6 document; and be it further 
7 3. RESOLVED: That the ASCSU distribut~tliisr.esoluti~~ ~to :_ 
..;; • ' 
----~---·· : . 
8 • CSU Board ibf:Triistees 
.,.:_:-t~--; ...~-r~, -
9 • CSU Chatfo~llor, . 
·;._..;., 
~---·;_.. 
__ 
10 • CSU campus Pre$icleni; ,: · 
11 
_ - ~e~it~• >CSO~atrt, ~,- -if;~i :: 
12 ~ · CSU Provost'~/Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs,"
..... ,.,: - .•..:- -~ ·:.~ t-~
13 • California State Stµdents Ass,o.:ciation(CSSA),
~-.-::·- . . 
14 • CalifQrnJa State Em¢°Fi~sand Retired Faculty and Staff Association (CSU ERFSA), 
15 • California faculty As~bciation (CFA), 
. -<~·- 
16 • American AssncJaddn ofUniversity Professors (AAUP), and the 
-. ;;:·· _, 
17 • California Conference of the American Association of University Professors. 
18 RATIONALE: In May 2018 the ASCSU Executive Committee introduced AS-3328-
19 18/EX "Adoption of "Tenets of System Level Governance in the California State 
University, " which grew out of meetings between the Executive Committee and the 20 
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21 Chancellor's Office leadership team about the state offaculty/administration relations 
22 during the 2017-18 year . The resolution died for lack of sufficient votes to waive the.first 
23 reading. The ASCSU subsequently passed AS-3334-18/Floor "Appreciation for 
..f ~..'~:~--~~;;:__ 
24 Conversations on System Level Shared Governar3pf.'..lff. the CSU" . That resolution urged 
'~,~t~;_:· _:',(_(:~t--
25 the 2018-19 ASCSU to take up discussion oftf.i¢: document as an agenda item 
' .>tf
·
-~
, 
·?-;..·, 
'i ;-· '. 
:./
:.• 
;;::. 
26 during the Fall 2018 session of the AS<;~f!J)J3ased on thal -r.'!cc.pmmendation, the 2018-19 
-~,:-:,;'.;:: ,;,::.:?; . L·'r'._':~:. _;,. .
27 Executive Committee ~sintroducing thi~.t~~olution to place the TiiJ_e{sdocument before 
28 the ASCSU as a regular agf n:4aitem. 
' ·, , .....:,_.-
,_.,__ , ... '!---: 
.•·f ·. 
29 Attachments: ,._,. ,,-_
.-,•! :-' : -- .\ · 
···:.· . 
C -,,. -,~-t 
30 1. AS-33.31:~J~/f'loor Apprecilit(q,;zf~f'Conversatio;;}onSystem Level Shared 
• · : • ' ~~ -:!· -. • . ~ -:_-·/ ' -_ .; -:: • '".':- ' ' ·,~:-:·>-.~: 
, :....· 
31 Governaf!_cein the ·c:;_~1/ 
....  
32 2. - "Tenets of Syst~m Lev;l~hared Gov~rnaiice1of thd°Ca/iforntJ State University" 
33 "Addendum " ::.:.__ ;_.~-
34 3. AS-3328-18/U Adoptidn,of "Teneis of Sys't~m I,;evelGovernance in the 
\ .·.: . ' ... ,;~~/ :,.~::. \ ' ~:..\ ·:.,;
35 · California Stat; -;,tl-nlversity''·, ·· 
··,, . 
:?ThieisJ 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 
THECALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AS-3352 -18/FA 
November 8-9, 2018 
First Reading 
NOTIFICATION OF CSU PARTIES INVOLVED IN A CALIFORNIA PUBLIC 
RECORDS ACT 
I 1. RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California .State University (ASCSU) 
2 request that the CSU Chancellor's Office establish a .p~e~ti~e by which all members of the 
,-
3 CSU community whose data are involved in a ~ ,,mifJg.~ .lic Records Act (CPRA) 
J'· · ;,-. .:,?,-: 
4 request are informed of the request, of th(?, fatiuie ~fthe infomyition involved, as well asthe 
5 data themselves; and be it further 
' , ~ 
6 2. RESOLVED: That this be provided to aJI members of our academic community-students, 
~ - - - ,,;: l\lfr' 7. I--- · ., 
7 faculty, staff, and administrators; and be it further ' _. . 
y,~: ..,-; ~ t·-;-- _'I.· . ""'-~; __ , 
8 3. RESOLVED: That this procedur; ·be po~i'nQiii<:;a,ted to ;nd implemented by all CSU 
, ... ,_~·;o:t .. ~ .- , 1qi .... -~·~-' - -~ • . , :.t. ""f;"'~i1~ ~-
·, 
~~ ~ ...,,t; ,.9 campuses. .i· · \•. 1 , \· · 
'' ,, >, !,T 1·' \1: _:~,. 
10 RATIOJY!fLE:Thii4_SCSU,rertognt,zes the :,,qlu~and necessity of the California Public 
~ - . - ,.__ . .. ' - • : ~ ~ -- J • • \ , , ~:~ ---. • '.:• -~tt~/~\--: ~- . •,} 
Act, wlitl~ 0 ier;,i>g,nizing ees.sity}111 Jiffet:Jrds qlso -thri.~~. _nd value of student, faculty, (md staff 
~... ,~ ·"~'--· ": "-\' '. .. 
12 pti~~ey and the right ·d:(,fSU co1\,~~nity membirs to know what information about them has 
• • .- \ ) . >'~ •~ ""11! 4 ... ·-
13 been shar,~,e(,with others. ~encou;Jgfthe Chancellor's Office to work to strike a balance 
., :: !ti·· t .·<~ 
14 between the r1ght-ofCSU m\ :mbers to maintaining privacy arid the public's right to know. 
' \,: ..,~ .! \ ; :".:~;_
r T .,.I .- ~ · 
~ i~· 
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Faculty Trustee's Report 
CSU Board of Trustees Meeting - Nov. 13-14, 2018 
Hereby I respectfullysubmit a summary of the Board of Trustees 
meeting. My report is largely basedon the agendamaterials provided to 
the trustees, on my personal notes from the meeting, and on my memory. 
I tried my best to accurately reflect the deliberations, and I hope to 
have quoted correctly and paraphrased in the spirit of the speakers' and 
presenters' intentions. If you notice anyinaccuracy or misrepresentation; 
please let me know (Romey.Sabalius@sjsu.edu). 
Since the primary audience of this report is the faculty of the 
statewide academic senate (ASCSU)~ the focusis stronger on educational 
policies, legislative matters, state appropriations, and comments from the 
public than onother Board agenda items. 
If you do not have enough time to digest the full report, you can 
just review the deliberations of the committees that interest you. Since at 
this meeting no action items were on the agenda of the Committee on 
EducationalPolicy,I assume that the 2019--2020()perating Budget 
Requestmight be of the greatest interest in this report (page 6), 
Romey Sahalius San Jose, CA- Nov. 25, 2018 
Faculty Trustee 
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Faculty Trustee's Report 
CSU Board of Trustees Meeting: Nov. 13-14, 2018 
On Nov. 13 and 14. the CSU Board of Trustees meeting was held at the Chancellor's Office 
of the California State University at 401 Golden Shore in Long Beach. California. 
1. The Board of Trustees met on Tuesday morning in ClosedSessi.onto discuss Executive 
Personnel Matters and Pen.ding Liligalion. 
2. The Committee on CoJlectiveBargainingmet in Closed Session. 
(Note: Th.e Faculty Trustee is excused from deliberationsof the C~Uective Bargaining 
Committee.) 
The Public M.eeting started on Nov. 13 at 9:45. 
3. The Committee on Campus Planning, Buildings and Grounds began with Public 
Comment~·.Martin Brenner frorothe CSU Employees Union (CSUEU) lamented that 
money intended for instruction is beingdivertedto address urgent fa.oilityneeds. 
a. Assistant Vice Chancellor ElvyraSan Juanpresented the planned Sale of the State 
University House. It currently serves as the resident of the chancellor. Due to its age 
and extensive repair needs it is deemed to be morecost.-effective to add the sate 
proceeds to the current endowment of approximately $2.1 million to generate a 
monthly stipend that would provide a housing allowance for the chanc.ellor (to be 
addressed later in the Committee cmUniversity and Faculty Personnel). 
b. The information item on the Cali{<>rnia ,StatePolytechnic Universitv Pomona
Transfer o[ Real Proper(y_ explained the intent to transfer 6 acres in the northeastern 
part of the campus to the California Highway Patrol. This is done in exchange forthe 
receipt of 287 acres, known as the Lantennan Development Center. 
c. An information item explained the Humboldt Stale University, Acceptance o[lntere:il 
in Real Property. The City of Arcata proposes to donate 884 acres of mostly forest 
land to the university as a living laboratory for the College of Natural Resources and 
Sciences. 
Both are very welcomed land additions to our campuses with insignificant acquisition 
and maintenancecosts. 
4. The Committee on University and Faculty Personnel began with Public Comments. 
Several speakers criticized the 3% salary raise for cam,pus presidents awarded at the July 
Board of Trustees meeting. Martin Brenner (CSUEU) criticized the hiring of temporary 
staff, which -in his opinion- constitutes no monetary gain, but a loss in worker quality. 
a. The committee received the Annual Report on Outside Emv}oyment -for Senfor 
. . ; 
Management Employees as an action item. For purposes of this policy, senior 
1 
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management includes presidents, vice presidents,executive/vice chancellors, and the 
chancellor. 
b. The committee receivedthe AnnualReport on VicePresidentCompenJ·ation, 
Executive Relocation; andExecutive Transition as an informationitem. 
c. The committee approved the item ExecutiveCompensation: Vice Chancellor of 
Human Resources. New Vice Chancellor of Human Resources, Evelyn Nazario, will 
receiveanannual salary of $297,546 and a monthly auto allowance of $1,000 per 
month, which is the same compensation that outgoing Vice Chancellor Melissa Bard 
received. 
d. The committee discussedand approved the Chancellot.'s Housing Allowancein the 
amount of $95,000 per year. This allowance comes from the State University House 
endowment and does not include any state funds (see Committee on Campus 
Planning, Buildings and Grounds above). 
5. The Joint Committee on Finance and Campus Planning, Buildings and Grounds 
beganwitha Public Comment by EjminHakobian, a former student at Cal Stat.e LA. 
This speaker was listed for comment to every committee and he appeared at almost every 
Board meeting during the past year. His many grievancesmostly relnte to alleged misuse 
of funds or discriminatory hiring decisions at Cal State LA. 
a. The joint committee approved the 2019-2020 through 2023-2024 Five-Year Capital 
Plan and Multi-Year Financing Authorization. ''The Five-Year Capital Plan totals 
over $16 billion and is comprised of academic ($10 billion) and self-supportprojects 
($6 billion).'' 56percent of our academic facilities are 40 years old or more, and the 
"cost to replace building and utility systems that have passed their useful life now 
approaches $3. 7 billion/' The plan is to ·address the facilities need with the issuance 
of bonds fromexisting operati.ng tunds(for a $1. J billion bond) and anticipated 
operating funds (for another $ l .2 billion bond),as well as with a gene.ral obligation 
bond on the. 2020 ballot ( an anticipated $8 to $10 billion to be split between the U:C 
and the CSU). 
b. The joint committee also approved to l~sue Board ol 1'rustees of the California State 
lfniversitv.Svttemwide RevenueBonds and RelatedDebtln$lrumentsand Amend the 
2018-:-2019 Ca{l,ital Outlay Program tor the Acquisition o[fl eal Property f<>r Sonoma 
State University. The ge:Q.erated funds will be used to purchase a newly constructed 
90.;unit multi-family housing facility ($42 million)for faculty and staff 
Trustee Saba1ius expressed his hope that these apartments will be offered at 
below-market prices to the univers1ty's workforce. Assistant Vice ChancelJor Robert 
Eaton affinned that "the [financing] calculations make the assumption to rent below 
market." 
6. The Committee on Institutional Advancement approved the 
a. Naming of 1heDonMiller and Ron Simom RoseFloat Laboratory at Cal Poly 
Pomona. Th.e namfog recognizes Wilford B. "Butch'' and Vivien Lindley's $J 
million investmen~ which inspired additional donations in excess of $2.4 million for 
the project. uThe replacement facility will be 5.800 gross squarefeet to housean 
2 
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enclosed float construction laboratory, staging and testing spaces, a workshop, 
storage and restrooms." This gift will help students from a variety of academic 
disciplines to construct a float and to enter it in the annual Rose Parade on New 
Year's Day. "The Lindleys requested that the naming be in honor of Don Miller and 
Ron Sin;ions, who were instrumental in Ca] PolyUniversities' award-filled, 70-year 
TbumamentofRoseslegacy." . 
b. The committee also approved the Naming of the JUSTIN andJ. LOHR Center f<>r 
WineanqViticulh1reat Cal Poly $an Luis Obispo. "The proposed naming of the 
facility recognizes the $2.5 million pledge by the Resnick Foundation and the $1 
milliongit\ and$1.SmiJlion pledge by Jerome J. Lohr(Jerry Lohr). Their gifts and 
pledges of$2.5 million each will be u~edto fund the wine and viticulture center with 
an estimated completion date of fall 2019. The center willdramatically transfonn the 
Wine and Viticulture program withiri the Collegeof Agriculture, Food and 
Environmental Sciences. Specifically, this project willprovide a 15,600 square foot 
winery;a 12,000square foot grange hall; crush, fermentation, barrel, sensory, 
bottling,enology and viticulture rooms; teaching andresearch labs; a bonded winery; 
offices; aridcommunity and industry meeting spaces." 
7. The Committeeon Educational Policy began with Public Comments. More than a 
dozen faculty and studentsfrom CSU Northridge criticizedthe Executive Orders 11 OOR 
and 1110. They fear the reduction and eventual demise of Ethnic Studies, Women and 
Gender Studies, and Queer Studies due to reduced student demand as a result of BO 
11 OOR, which allows for double counting of GE courses and coursesin the major. 
Several speakers acc1.JSedthe Chancellor's Office and the Board of Trustees of "white 
supremacy," .. colonialism, 0 of establishing or tolerating ''institutional racism and 
sexism,'' and of being i•toowhite." Two speakers from the California Faculty 
Assoc.iation (CF A), Mimi Bommersbach and Kevin Wehr, bemoaned that the CSU does 
not have enough counselors and mental health services. Theyclaim that 4 in l OCSU 
students report depressions, and that suicidal students have to wait weeks to be seen by 
counselors. 
The committee received reports as information items on 
a. Student Mental Health Seniices. The CSU is firmlycommitted to studentsuccess, 
and "student engagement and well-being is one of the six operational priorities 
driving the Graduation Initiative 2025." "According to the Nationa.1 Allience on 
Mental Illness, one in five adults in America experience mental illness in a given 
year." The results of the National College HealthAssessment,in which nearly 
22,000 CSU .students participated, were presented. They show that demand for 
mental health services has increased since 2016 both in the CSU as we]J as 
nationwide. The CSU bas increasingly hired counselors, whose numbers have. 
increased from 140 in 20 IOto 222 in 2018. In this time span, the counselor-to­
student ration has gone down from approximately 1 :3,000 to l :2,000. This is a great 
improvement, but still short of the 1:1,500 ratio demanded in SB 968 (Pan), which 
however was vetoed by the governor (most likely because it was seen as an unfunded 
3 
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mandate). CSU campuse:. offer a range of mental health services, as required by 
Executive Order 1053; such as 
* Counseling/Psychotherapy 
* Suicide and Personal Violence Servjces 
* Emergency/Crisis Services 
• Outreach 
* MentalHealth Consultation 
• Referral Resources 
In addition, there is a variety of campus~basedprograms. The CSU continues to 
''develop and strengthen partnerships with regional and local agencies and 
organizations to provide comprehensive care in cases where students' needs go 
beyond the campus t capabilities." 
Afterthe presentation,Trustee Hinton remarked that the request for $15 million in 
one-timefunding will not be sufficient to hire permanent counselors. 
b. Student Veterans. The ''Troops to Collegeuprogram benefits more than 21,000 
milifury..affiliated students (student veterans, service members, and dependents). 
c. (iradualion Initiative 2025. Assistant Vice Chancellors James Minor andJeff Gold 
reported that the graduation rates areon a consistent rise towards the 2025 targets: 
(for brevity, I provide rounded numbers in% from 3 years ago/ 2018 / target 2025) 
"'4.-year graduation (first-timestudents): 19 / 26 / 40 
*6-year graduation (first-time students): 57 / 61 / 70 
* 2-year graduation (transfer students): 31 I 38145 
* 4~yeargraduation(transferstudents): 73 / 77 / 85 
The attempt to close equitygaps shows mixed results: 
· * Underrepresented Students of Color: 11.3 / 10.5 / 0 
• Pell Grant Recipients: 8.6 / 9.5 I 0 
Trustee Eisen stated that 0 increasingthe graduation rate at the expense of the 
equitygap would have been easy. The heavy Uftingis to makeimprovementon 
both." Trustee Nilon pointed out that ''as rates improve, there is a cost to it,t' (an 
increase in the existing students' average unit load increases our FfES; but there is no 
additional tuition money), and he wondered ''how campuses can be incentivi1,ed to 
stay the course.'' Trustee Melendez de Santa Ana asked how the ChanceJtor's Office 
would "roll outthe workgroup recommendations?;' James Minor responded that 
there are 120 pages of recommendationsand the CO will have to see how to frame 
them before they will be passed on to campuses. 
8. The Committee on Finance beganwith Public Comments. Several members of Students 
for Quality for Education (SQE) demanded a "divestment from war," "more centers for 
all minorities,'' ''a D~amer resourcecenter,"and the removal of Gold Rush mascots (like 
"PioneerPete") that are ''triggering for indigenous people.'' They pointed out that 
''certain segments of students have higher needs~' and that 14no one in California should go 
hungry." They also called for rescinding the executive pay increase and to freeze tuition. 
CFA leaders Jennifer Eagan and Lillian Taiz were pleased to see a bolder budget request 
that is l]lUch more iri line with our needs. They praised the joint advocacy during the last 
4 
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budget negotiations with the legislators and expressed the hope to do this again. They 
asserted that the legislators added funds to increase studentenrollment and tenure 
density,but theyexpressed their disappointmentthat the FTES was raised by increasing 
the unit load of existing students instead of admitting new students. They are also 
concerned about the campuses' uneven application of the $25 million for additional 
tenure-trackhires. Representatives of the CSUEU, Martin Brem:ierand Tessy Reese, 
criticized the practice of contractingout when existing staff can do the job. They al~o 
pointed outthat the Graduation Initiative 2025 increases demands on students and 
facilities and that it creates a greater need for mental health care. 
a. The committeereceived the 2018-2019 Student Fee Report. Charts presented by 
Assistant Vice ChancellorRyan Storm illustrated_that both the undergraduate resident 
tuition ($7,303)as welJ as the graduate re.sident tuition '($8, 737) at the CSU is the 
lowest in its group of peer institutions. In regards to non-residents, the CSU is second 
to last ($19, 183 ). Category II Campus-Based Mandatory Fees range approximately 
from $1,000 to $2,000 per year, with the outlierson the top and on the bottombeing 
San Luis Obispo ($4,074) and Fresno ($845). 
Trustee Sabalius opined thut in this case it shou)d be "a point of p.ride to be at the 
bottom," and that ''the comparison to other institutionsshould not be used as an 
argument to increase the cost of education." A debateensued about out-of-state 
students, Trustee McGrory wondered why the non-resident tuition is still 
approximately20%below our true cost per student, and Tru,stee Faigin was 
concerned that we "admit out-of-state students and shut out California students." 
Trustee Taylor -on the otherband~ explained that other university across the nation 
"aggressively recruit out~of-state students." Chancellor Whiteclarified that the 
"revenues for out-of-state students subsidize local students," and that in particular 
international students "bring diverse perspectives" to our campuses that our local 
students benefit from. 
b, The committee received the 2017 Sy,';temwide Hate Violence Report. ·'In the 2017 
calendaryearthere were a total of four reported incidents of hate violence on four 
campuses. Two of these incidents constituted a non-criminal act of hate violence." 
Trustee Hinton ex.pressed her skepticism at the low numhet"i and Trustee Simon 
surmised that many students do not reporthate crimes. The CSU Chief of Police 
acknowledged that the number is "remarkably low. because the definition for hate 
crime is verynarrow;'' and thathate crimes off .. campus are not included. He also 
assumed .. that it is a veryunderreported crime." Trustee Eisen requesteddata from 
previousyears for comparison. There were 2 incidents in 2014, 10 in 2015, and 16 in 
2016. Theseare similar to the numbers at the UC and spikes in election years are 
usual. 
c. The committee received the Annual Investment Report. Assistant Vice Chancellor 
Robert Eaton explained that new legislation allows the CSU to invest up to 30% of its 
1iquidityportfolio,which currently containsapproximately$4 bi1lion.It is expected 
that the increased flexibility wiUresult in higher returns. 
d. The committee received the proposed2019-2020 Operating Budget Request from the 
Chancellor's Office. It recommends an augmentation of $554:3 milJion to the CSU's 
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base budget with the expectation of a 5% increase in enrollment. The additional 
enrollment would generate $98.3 million in tuition revenue. Therefore, the proposal 
would request $456 million as a recurring augmentation from the legislators. Jt 
would brl.ng the 2019-2020 Operating Budget to a total of$7.32 biflion, with $3.22 
billion (44%) coming fromtuition and $4.1 billion (56%) fromthe state. Inaddition, 
the proposal calls. for one-timefunds of $1 S million for the CSU Basic Needs 
Initiative to address student food andhousing insecurities and$250 million for 
deferred maintenance. 
As at the Board meeting in September. Trustee Sabalius again called for $1 billion 
in one-time funding. He understands the concern of the CO staffthats:ucha high 
demand could caIJ the csuss credibility into question. However,he believesthat 
actuaJly the opposite would be the case ... We would lose credibility ifwe claim that 
our deferred maintenance costs total $3. 7 billion and subsequently only ask for $250 
million to address these monumental needs.•• Ryan Stonn explainedthatthe base 
budget request included $80 million for facilities and infrastructure needs. This 
amount marks an increase of $30 million from the September proposal. The intent is 
to use these reoccurring funds to service a $1.2 bilJion bond to address deferred 
maintenance. 
Trustee McGrory asked whether the CSU still intends to place a large genera] 
obligation bond measure on tbe baJlot. TIUstee Sabalius stressed that one bu<J.get line 
item should not preclude the other, and he advocated for a "three-pronged approach," 
which should include one-time funds, reoccurring funds for a facilities bond, and a 
general obligation bond in the future. He expressed his concem that the currently 
robust economy might soon experience a correction, if not even enter into a recession. 
Since higher education and corrections are funded from only 10% of discretionary 
money withi:rt the state budget; any change in the flow of tax revenues would 
exponentially affect the sutns avai]able for distribution by legislators to the CSU 
(usually approximately 2.5% ofthe state's general fund appropriations). 
ChancellorWhite remarked that the low demand "does not mean that the needs 
are insignificant," but "needs are everywhere" and the CSU should not become 
"incredible" in their budget request. He urged the Board to adopt the budget request 
as proposed by the CO staff. Trustee Sabalius • suggestion to request $ t billion in 
one-time funding for deferred maintenance was voted down by members of the 
Finance Committee. 
The Board adjourned the Tuesday meeting shortly after 5 pm. 
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The Board reconvened on Wednesday, Nov. 14 at 8:30 am. 
9. The Committee Relationson Governmental received the 
a. State Legislative Update. Assistant Vice Chancellor Kathleen Chavira reported that 
her staff tracked over 400 legislative proposals of which 14 were enacted and 5 
vetoed. Among the enacted bills was only one that the CSU opposed {AB 2505), 
which requires an annual report ••comparingthe hiringpractices of the UC and CCC ... 
Among the vetoes bills were several that would have established unfunded mandates 
(SB 320-Abortion by Medication Techniques. SB 968-Mental Health Counselors, 
AB 1231-StaffMerit SalaryAdjustments, and AB 2477-Dr<:atn Resource Liaisons). 
10.The CommitteeoilAuditstarted withone Public Comment. ·GinaVoight (CSUEU) 
bemoaned safety violations on several campuses and asserted that staff is not given the 
proper safety training and equipment. 
a. The committee received the Status Report on Currentand Follow.up Internal Audit 
Assignments by LarryMandel, Vice Chancellor and Chief Audit Officer. uForthe 
2018 year, as~ign.mentswere made to develop and execute individual campus audit 
plans; conduct audits of lnfonnation Technology (IT), Sponsored Programs and 
Construction; implement continuous auditing techniques; and to provide advisory 
services and investigation reviews. Follow~up on current and past assignments was 
also being conducted on approximately 35 completed campus reviews/' 
11.The Committee on Colle~tive Bargaining began with Public Comments. Several 
members of the CSU EmployeesUnion (CSUEU) stressed theimportance of"working 
collaboratively" and "to act in good faith" when bargaining. Since both the Chancellor's 
Otlke and the union work towards the same goal to make our campuses safe and 
function well, 0 we really should not be in opposition.'' 
a. The committee ratified the Successor (:ollective Bargaining Agreement with 
Bar,:aining Unit 111 the United Auto Workers, Local 4123 (VA W). which represents 
teaching associatesand graduateassistants. The contract willrun to September 30, 
2020 with a 3 % general salary increase in 2018 and 2019. The time for vesting to be 
entitled to full retiree medical and dental care was increased from 5 years to IO years 
for new employees. 
12.The Plenary Session began with Public Comments. William Blischke; President of 
ERFSA, gave his infonnal report, also stressing the importance of mental health 
counseling, and ~as in previous meetings- he promoted a shoe collection initiative to 
benefit the homeless (Soles4Sou]s). Members of the CSUEU again criticized the practice 
of ' 'contracting out," which is "only allowed as long as there is no displacement" of 
current employees. They ali:ioworried about "reclassification" of employees and 
demanded updated and clear classifications. The moth~r and brother of David Josiah 
Lawson, a student at Humboldt who was killed in 2017 at an off.-ca.mpus party, lamented 
that the murder is still unsolved. Channaine Michelle Lawson thanked Chancellor White 
and Chair Day for visiting the Humboldt campus and for speaking with her personally. 
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Several students asserted that in the rural community of Arcata, "students of color are 
routinely put into harm's way, especially African American students." They proclaimed 
that ''the RedwoodCurtain is a trap" and that ''genocide and colonia)isl!l are alive." 
The Board received the following ReportJ.·: 
a. The Chair of the Board of Trustees. Adam Day, reported about his visit to Humboldt 
State,and that he had now visited all 23 CSU campusesin his role as trustee. He is 
optimistic about the projected 5% increase in enrollment, and he praised the many 
election drives on campuses. 
b. ChancellorTimothy White said that in the face of deadly shootings and devastating 
wildfires, "we have to up our game in showing compassion.,, Our goal is "to grow and 
prosperwithout being di$missive of others.'' "Ifwe can do it in.crises, we can do it in 
good times," and he is optimisticthat we can "create a just and compassionate 
tomorrow.'t 
c. The Chair of the Academic Senate CSU (ASCSU), Catherine Nelson, presented 
resolutionspassed at the senate's November meeting, among them one that calls on the 
Board of Trustees to announce the finalists of presidentiaJ searches and to invite them for 
campus presentations to preserve transparency -and full input by all stakeholders. Chair 
Nelson also underscored that the many protests by the students "call into question the 
Graduation .Initiative 2025 and the Executive Orders." She urged the CSU leadership to 
''look at the consequences of our action and see if they match up with our intentions.'' 
d. The President of the California State Student Association (CSSA), Mia Kagianas, also 
spoke about the students• success in registering voters. She further expressed CSSA' s 
support for the $15million budget request for student basic needs. 
e. The Presidentof the CSU Alumni Council, Manolo Morales, applauded the "amazing 
success of the Graduation Initiative 2025." The council is preparing a ''tool-kit" for 
alumni on how to engage with the CSU, and they wiJl have an alumni meeting in London 
for the first time. 
At Trustee Hinton's request the approval of the 2019-2020 OperatingBudger Request 
was taken off the consent agenda. and she made the motion to request $15 million for the 
CSU Basic Needs Initiative as a reoccurring item to the operating budget, instead of as 
one-timefunds, since student food and housing insecurities are problems that willnot go 
away in the coming years. After an intensive debate, th.e motion was voted down. 
To close the session, the Board approved all resolutions that were previously passed 
in the various committees. 
The Board of Trustees meeting was adjourned on Wednesday~ Nov. 14, shortly after 11 am. A 
planned Closed Session on Executive1'er.sonnelMatterswas postponed until the January 
meeting. 
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Report from ASCSU November 8-9, 2018 
John Tarjan and Janet Millar 
1. Chair Nelson referred us to her written report distributed last night. Chair Nelson's current 
and past chair reports can be found at 
http://www .calstate.edu/ AcadSen/Records/Chairs Reports/ 
2. Excerpts from Other Reports 
• Academic Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o Artificial Intelligence and its potential impact on curriculum 
o Observing the 20th Anniversary of the center for community engagement 
o Call for inclusion of tuition in Cal Grant B for freshman 
o Closing the achievement gap 
o Data-based decision making 
o Augmentation of Student Success White Paper 
o Immigration status of students 
o Need for C-ID course reviewers 
o Alternative faculty appointments 
o Use of standardized tests in admissions 
o Funding for the Electronic Core Collect'ion 
• Academic Preparation and Education Programs discussed the following topics. 
o ·Update on the WestEd study looking at implementation of EO 1110 
o Disciplin·ary councils 
o Negative publicity about teacher education programs across the country 
o Proposal for a 4th (senior) year of quantitative reasoning in the a-g admissions 
standards 
o Proposal for a 3rd year of science in the a-g requirements (being considered by 
the UC also) 
o Update on student progress/classifications under the new EO 1110 structure 
o Resolutions (see below) 
• C-ID CORE faculty (course reviewers) 
• C-:ID FDRG membership (in charge of maintaining discipline transfer 
curriculum) 
• Discipline council support 
• Commendation of Bechtel Corporation (January) 
• Faculty Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o State budget allocation to support unconscious bias training 
o Allocation of $25m for tenure-track hiring 
o Appointment of clinical faculty (tenure-track with little or no scholarly activity 
expectations) 
o Presidential search process 
o Course Hero (posting of course materials) 
o Request for instructor/grade information 
o EO 1100 and 1110 implementation 
• Fiscal and Governmental Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o Directory of who ASCSU legislative representatives are, including who 
represents the areas served by satellite campuses 
o White paper on student success 
o Planning for lobbying 
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o Tracking of legislation 
o Tuition 
o Campus budget allocations 
• GE Advisory Committee discussed the .following issues. 
o Results of a survey of history chairs asking advice on units granted for AP 
modern history. 
o CCC Online College update (workforce, non-baccalaureate preparation) 
o GE Task Force report 
o Review of campus survey on best practices in GE assessment-will be looking 
at campus GE curriculum maps · · 
o Standardization of GE across the system as a result of EO 11 00(rev.) 
implementation. 
• Senator Soni Report on ASCCC Plenary Meeting He highlighted the following topics 
discussed at the plenary. 
o The CCC Online College has no CEO and no faculty named yet. 
o There is a new CCC funding formula that includes incentives based upon 
student success. (Base plus enrollment, allocation based upon low income 
students, allocation based upon success) This may eventually move to a 60-20-
20% breakdown. 
o Guided Pathways http://cccqp.cccco.edu/ 
3. Faculty Trustee Sabalius reported on the GI 2025 ·conference. The Board met in its 
annual retreat the day before. There was disappointment expressed that the ASCSU 
Chair was not invited to attend. This practice may be reconsidered next year. He reported 
on his busy schedule since our last plenary, including many campus visits and meetings 
with faculty across the state. We anticipate a supplemental budget "ask" to the legislature 
of an additional $456m. This would address deferred maintenance, student basic needs 
and enrollment growth of 5%. There is an increasing awareness of the magnitude of the 
CSU's deferred maintenance problem. It is important to advocate for major increases in 
budget augmentation ·while the economy is healthy. He continues to argue for a deferred 
maintenance augmentation of at least $1b. Deferred maintenance has a negative impact 
on student success. We need working, i;!Ccessible infrastructure. Faculty Trustee reports 
can be found at http://www .calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Facult y Trustee/index.shtml 
4. We commended former Chair Chris Miller who is leaving our body to assume an 
administrative position on her Sacramento campus. 
5. We passed the following resolution upon second reading. Copies of this and other 
resolutions can be found at http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Resolutions/. 
a. Observing the 20th Anniversary of the CSU Center for Community Engagement, 
and Student Success in Service Learning and Community Engagement is self-
explanatory. · 
6. We passed the following resolutions after waiving a second reading. Normally first reading 
items are distributed to campuses for feedback. However, it the ASCSU deems an item to 
be urgent (e.g. the need to provide input before a policy or piece of legislation is being 
considered) it may waive the second reading. Copies of this and other resolutions can be 
found at http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Resolutions/. 
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a. Requirements for Appointment of Course Outline of Record (COR) Evaluators 
for the California Course-Identification (C:-1D) Process establishes criteria and a 
process for the appointment of CSU reviewers of CCC courses submitted for inclusion 
in CCC Associate Degrees for Transfer (ADTs). Tenured, tenure-track and full-time 
lecturer faculty and FERP faculty with expertise in curriculum and articulation are 
eligible for appointment by the CSU Executive Committee. The delay in appointing 
CSU course reviewers has hindered the approval of campus ADTs, preventing 
students from utilizing this preferred avenue for transfer. CCC leadership was has 
been urging expediting of this process fo_r some time now. 
b. Presidential Search Process in the California State University System: 
Announcement- of Finalists and Visitors to Campuses argues for a return to the 
practice of conducting open searches for campus presidents. The ASCSU wanted to 
offer advice in time to inform the coming presidential searches this academic _year. 
7. We introduced the following resolutions that will be considered for adoption at our January 
plenary. Copies of this resolution should be available shortly for campus review. 
a. Adoption of "Tenets of System Level Governance in the California State 
University" is self-explanatory. (See text at the end of this report.) 
b. Misappropriation of CSU Faculty Instructional Materials by Course Hero 
opposes the use of faculty intellectual property by this entity without the permission 
of the faculty members affected. It asserts that this misappropriation enables 
academic dishonesty. 
c. A Call for the Inclusion of Tuition in the Cal Grant B Program for Freshman 
This program currently does not provide funds to low-income freshmen to cover 
tuition. · 
d. Increased Funding for the Electronic Core C_ollection (ECC) Not only is this 
collection used by all 23 campuses, but this approach to acquisitions continues to 
save our campuses significant resources every year. 
e. Notification of CSU Parties Involved in a California Public Records Act 
Request requests that the CSU keep the appropriate individuals informed when 
requests under the CPRA may affect them. 
f. Closing the Achievement Gap and Increasing College Completer Outcomes 
and Success for All CSU Students supports this goal, commends the CSU's 
commitment to achieving this goal, applauds the GI 2025 initiative for its 
commitment to the goal, commends the ITL for its support in reaching this goal, 
lists factors affecting equity, and asks that additional analyses be conducted to look 
at equity in other outcomes such as major selection and employment experiences 
after graduation. 
g. Encouraging Responsible Curriculum Development and Modification Under 
HEERA Asserts that research supports our system's previous approach to 
remediation and that too much focus on graduation rates may result in some 
negative consequences, reiterates a concern about flawed approached to shared 
governance. evidenced in the development and implementation of EOs 1100(rev.) 
and 1110, encourages campus senates to assert their control over the curriculum, 
and encourages the CSU administration to engage in data-driven and genuine 
consultation regarding the future of these two executive orders. 
h. Requirements for Appointment to be a Faculty Discipline Review Group 
(FDRG) Member for the California Course-Identification (C-10) Process 
clarifies the criteria and process for these appointments. These individuals oversee 
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the Transfer Model Curricula (TMCs) that can be incorporated into CCC campus 
Associate Degrees for Transfer and the content of the courses which populate 
these degrees. 
i. Creation of California State University Discipline Councils encourages the 
Chancellor's Office to maintain contact lists of appropriate faculty for all disciplines 
for which a Transfer Model Curriculum exists and support electronic 
communications for those groups and to support the formation of discipline 
councils for those groups, similar to the Math and English Councils . 
j. Examining the Impact of Attrition and Enrollment Growth on the Number of 
CSU Students asserts that increasing graduation rates, in and of itself, may not 
increase the number of graduates over time, encourages the CSU to recognize the 
impact of student attrition, urges the creation of a task force to examine student 
attrition, and supports the request of additional state funding to fully support an 
increase in the number of students served by the CSU. Background information 
related to this resolution can be found at https://www.dro pbox.com/s/ jd9ee sjag7mnygy/Stohs­
Schutte%20-%200ct%202018%20Grad%20Rate%20M yth.pdf?dl=O 
8. Jennifer Eagan (Cf A Liaison) reported the following. 
• Election Update 
• All but 2 CFA-endorsed candidates were elected with the possible exception of 
two people in races still too close to call (State Superintendent of Public Instruction 
and Insurance Commissioner). 
• CFA was out if force at the Newsome election celebration. Many students also 
attended. 
• Proposition 10 failed despite CFA endorsement. 
• Most CFA-endorsed senate candidates were elected or may be elected when final 
vote tallies come in. 
• CFA-endorsed candidates did well in assembly races. Several races still do not 
have definitive results. 
• We had a great partnership with the CSU administration, CSSA and others. Given 
that success,ilt was disappointing to see executive compensation increases being 
taken up by the Board so soon after our budget became final. 
• We are closely monitoring how the $25m for new hires is being allocated/spent. 
• Our contract runs out in 2020. While we are grateful for the raises under this contract, 
we are still "digging out of a compensation hole" dating back to before the big budget 
cuts. We are trying to educate faculty of the need to continue our strong efforts to 
address faculty issues. Bargaining has never been easy in this system : 
• CFA is working on a paper on tenure density. We expect it to be released in June. 
Lecturer conversion to tenure-track positions, the impact of decreases in tenure-track 
counselors, etc. are issues currently being discussed. 
9. Alumni Trustee John Nilon shared his personal story of being an undergraduate in the 
CSU. He intended to transfer from college in Colorado to UCSB but had his admission 
delayed a term. He attended CSC, Bakersfield for 10 weeks prior to transfer. His great 
experience with the faculty in Bakersfield led him to remaining there to finish his degree. 
He expressed his belief that we have a very special faculty in the CSU. His wife had a 
similar experience with her CSU professors. Two of his children are alums and the third 
hopes to attend CSUSM next year. In response to questions/comments: In at least 
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some cases, it appears that open presidential searches result in a smaller pool of 
candidates than do closed searches. The search firm we have used assures us that this is 
the case across the country. He will work to help collaboration between the administration 
and faculty be even more effective. He will look into the issues surrounding the use of 
non-tenure-trac~ faculty and tenure density. Headdressed both our relationship with the 
legislature and our funding challenges. We may need to focus more attention on 
advocacy efforts at the legislative district level. Alumni can be a key component in building 
momentum for adequate funding for the CSU. He will ask the Chancellor about the status 
of the proposed task force on tenure/alternative types of appointment. We need to do a 
better job of maintaining email addresses for our graduates. He is very interested in 
student mental health issues and the need to do a better job of getting young men of color 
to attend our campuses. The state is considering a bond issue which might bring us $4b 
to deal with deferred maintenance. However, unless ttie state pays off the bond, this will 
not help much with our funding challenges. Faculty diversity is an important topic for the 
CSU. We need to do a better job of concisely communicating what the CSU means to the 
state in terms of workforce development. We need to balance efficiency with effectiveness 
in what we do. We may want to consider the idea of designating all campus alcohol sales­
related revenues go to funding student services, especially mental health services. 
10.EVC Loren Blanchard began by lamenting the unfortunate and senseless shootings of 
young people, including college students, that took place last night in Thousand Oaks. 
CSU students were involved. We are putting our inter-campus cooperation plan into effect 
to assist CSU, Northridge in any way needed including counseling of students. 
Next week the Board will be focusing on student mental health. We are partnering with 
local and regional support services to increase our ability to meet student needs. Student 
basic needs (food, housing) wfll also be addressed. We will provide an update on the 
services we offer to our military veterans. We have over 21,000 service members, 
veteran's, and service family members attending the CSU . The Board will get an update 
on the GI 2025. We are proud of the number of students who are achieving a quality 
degree from the CSU. Our 4-year graduation rates have improved from 23% to 25% over 
the past year, the 6-year rate from 59 to 61, 2-year transfer student rate 35% to 38%, and 
the 4-year transfer student rate 75% to 78%. The URM graduation gap decreased from 
12.2% to 10.5% and the Pell-eligible gap decreased from 12.6% to 9.5% over that same 
period. 
GI 2025 workgroups continue their work. There is broad representation from across our 
system on these groups. They have done a great job in outlining some priorities for the 
coming years. Four foci going forward include: 
• Campus implement of student preparation initiatives. 
• Framework for student care and well-being. 
• Increasing student course loads. 
• Improving advising. 
Note: Board meetings are livestreamed: https://www2.calstate.edu/csu-s ystem/board-of-trustees 
Dr. Blanchard addressed the public information request about faculty information and 
course grades. Our counsel's office has negotiated what we feel is a more reasonable 
request. Chair Nelson was thanked for her role in this process. We have a committee on 
technology and on-line education. It replaces other committees. It is focused on 
increasing student access. This committee will begin meeting later this month. The 
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committee is composed of administrators from across the system, the ASCSU Executive 
Committee, and the CSSA President. 
In respon,se to questions about: The Interpretation of EO 1100 (rev.): We hope to help 
campuses be responsive to ~O 1100 and _align with system e,xpectations without being 
overly prescriptive. Faculty Development Opportunities for Lecturers: The faculty 
representatives involved in overseeing those programs should be consulted on those 
issues. 
11.AVC Ryan Storm and Director Kara Perkins made a presentation about the CSLJ 
budget. They began with a historical review. The numbers are grim. We have lost a lot of 
buying power over the past 14 years. Real (adjusted for inflation) budget per student has 
dropped significantly. The holes in our budget from 6 years ago have not been filled even 
as our allocation has grown . Expenses per student are significantly lower than at our 
comparison institutions and a fraction of what they are at UC. We are VERY efficient 
(unfortunately). Our students graduate with significantly less debt than the national 
average. The base budget supplement request/projection has $75m for the Graduation 
Initiative, $206.1m for 5% enrollment growth, $147.8 for employee compensation 
increases (approximately 3%increase), $80m for academic facilities and infrastructure 
needs and $45.4m for mandatory cost increases (health care benefits, retirement 
contributions, etc.) for a total of $554.3m . We are asking the state for a general fund 
increase of $456 and expect a $98.3m increase student fund revenue (based on 5% 
enrollment increase) for the total of $554.3m. The system anticipates also asking for a 
one-time funding augmentation of $15m to meet student basic needs-and $250rri for 
deferred maintenance. As soon as the Board approves a budget request, advocacy will 
begin in earnest. Capital financing options for the state/CSU were reviewed. The best 
solution for the CSU might be for the state to put additional debt service funding into our 
base budget and allow us to borrow and repay our own construction funds. This would be 
a cheaper and faster alternative to having the state issue general obligation or lease­
revenue bonds. Many technical questions regarding lobbying strategies, capital funding, 
recurring vs. one-time funding, etc. were asked and thoroughly answered. Of note is the 
possibility that if we ever make a pitch for a major increase in capital funding, this may be 
an opportune year with a new state administration taking office and a relatively robust 
economy. 
12.Joe Nino (CSSA Chair) CSSA has been focused on voter registration and turnout. They 
are now refocusing their attention on their legislative/advocacy agenda. CSSA was glad to 
attend the GI 2025 conference and hopes that we can do things to remove the student 
success equity gap. Campuses are encouraged to nominate individuals for consideration 
for the student trustee position . CSSA is working with our sister segments' students to 
ensure adequate financial aid is available to all deserving students. They are preparing to 
weigh in on the proposed CSU executive compensation policy. 
13.James Swartz (ERFSA Liaison) ERFSA is working with the CO to create better links 
across campuses. They are discussing our current tuition structure which is based upon 
unit tiers rather than units. Note: ERFSA provides many very valuable resources for 
retired and nearly-retired CSU employees. The website is particularly valuable. 
http://csuerfa .org/ 
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Tenets of System Level Shared Governance in the California State University 
The Academic Senate of the California State University (ASCSU) and the Chancellor affirm 
their commitment that joint decision making is the long-accepted manner of shared governance at the 
system level. i Shared governance refers to the appropriately shared authority, responsibility and 
cooperative action among governing boards, administration and faculty in the governance and 
accountability of an academic institution. ii 
The Constitution of the ASCSU establishes the purpose of the systemwide senate, as well as the 
means of consultation and decision making by which the senate will act. iii Both the ASCSU and the 
chancellor recognize there will be areas of consultation and decision making in which one party or the 
other will have primary responsibility.iv In the case of the faculty, primacy includes academic 
programs, curricula, methods of instruction, and areas of student life that directly relate to the 
educational process.v In these areas the ASCSUis the formal policy-recommending body on 
systemwide academic and curricular policy and matters that directly impact them; it is also the primary 
consultative body on the academic implications of systemwide fiscal decisions .vi The authority of the 
faculty in these areas derives from its recognized expertise in academic matters. The chancellor 
maintains administrative responsibility for the institution. The chancellor shares responsibility for the 
defining and attaining of systemwide goals, which may include goals for the educational program, and 
the communication that links all components. In the case of academic policy, proposals for changes in 
policy or for new policy may arise from ·academic administrators.vii Both parties accept the fiduciary 
and governing authority of the Board of Trustees of the California State University ultimately to set 
policy. For the CSU, consultation must take place with the ASCSU in areas of faculty primacy 
described above. This primacy means the faculty voice is given the greatest weight, although the 
authority for the final decision resides in the Office of the Chancellor . In areas of faculty primacy, 
recommendations of the faculty are normally accepted, except in rare instances and for compelling 
reasons.viii 
Consultation and mutual respect are key components of shared governance. Effective 
consultation and joint decision making result in decisions that better serve the CSU and its students. 
While discussions may take place in different forms with other constituencies, faculty consultation 
means that there is an established process of deliberation that offers a means for the faculty-either as a 
whole or through authorized representatives-to develop and provide formal input in advance of 
decision making on the particular issue under consideration. System level policy affecting faculty 
primacy areas shall result from consultation between the chanceJlor and the ASCSU. Joint decision 
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making in these areas results from effective consultation, as characterized below. While the ASCSU 
serves as the official voice of the faculty on system wide issues, ·campus senates serve as the official 
voice of their respective faculty. Consistent with the precepts of this document, but not expressly 
addressed herein, campuses have their own relationships with the Office of the Chancellor. A 
normative culture of meaningful consultation must be characterized by: 
• openness and transparency; 
• commitment to civility, integrity, respect and open communication; 
• mutual responsibility for decisions; 
• trust, including trust of good intentions; 
• a commitment to responsible participation on the part of all parties; 
• a respect for evidence-based deliberation; 
• a recognition of established best practices and promising new data-driven practices in the 
evaluation of subjects under consideration; and 
• a recognition that consultation must allow both parties the time to consider, debate, develop 
their responses and work toward consensus while recognizing the need to proceed· in a timely 
.manner. 
In accordance with the above described culture of consultation, any plan or policy that could 
affect faculty primacy areas and that may actually or potentially result in an executive order, shall be 
provided in draft form to the ASCSU body (or Executive Committee if during the summer), allowing 
for a reasonable review period (normally expected to approximate 75 days). If requested by the 
Executive Committee, additional extensions to obtain feedback may be authorized by mutual 
agreement. Each party recognizes that there will be occasional circumstances in which time constraints 
do not allow for normal systems of consultation to work effectively. The formal consultation process 
will therefore make provision to allow for an explicit agreement between the ASCSU and the 
chancellor to engage in a mutually agreed-upon process of expedited consultation in such cases, while 
still recognizing the formal role of the academic senates as the faculty voice on the matters under 
consideration. In the unlikely event that agreement cannot be reached, the chancellor will decide. 
Because an expedited process is not the mcist optimal form of consultation and shortchanges a robust 
shared governance process, its use should be limited to those rare circumstances that justify departing 
from the more comprehensive process intended by this document. 
Ultimately, genuine consultation based on sound reasoning occurs only in such a time and 
manner that each party has a reasonable opportunity to affect the decision being made . 
. 
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i In Californ.ia, the faculty role in shared governance and the centrality of joint decision making in that process is 
clarified in the Higher Education Employee Relations Act (HEE RA); HEERAwas to establish collective bargaining for 
faculty at CSUto insure that in doing so, traditional shared governance practices are not inhibited or undermined:."The 
Legislature recognizes that joint decision making and consultation between administration and faculty or academic 
employeesis the long-accepted manner of governing institutions of higher learning and is essential to the performance of 
the educational missions of these institutions, and dee/ores that it is the purpose of this chapter to both preserve and 
encourage that process. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to restrict, limit, or prohibit the full exercise 
of the functions of the faculty in any shared governance mechanisms or practices ... " 
https://www'.perb.ca.gov/1aws/statutes.aspx#ST3560 
ii htt ps:// www.aaup.org/ report/statement- government-colleges-and-universities. 
iii htt p:// www.calstate.edu / acadsen / records / about the senate /documents /constitution 2013 revision.pdf 
iv https:// www.aaup.org/ report/ statement- government-colle ges-and-universities. 
v htt ps:// www.aaup.org/ report / statement- government-colleges-and-universities. 
vi htt p:// www.calstate.edu / acadsen / records / about the senate /documents /constitution 2013 revision.pdf 
vii htt ps:// www.aaup.org/ report / statement- government-colleges-and-universities. 
viii Report o[ the Board of Trustees ' Ad Hoc Committee on-Governance , Collegiality. and Responsibili ty in the 
California State Universi ty. Adopted by the Board of Trustees of the Ca)ifomia State. University, September 1985. 
Addendum 
This document resulted from a series of meetings between members of the ASCSU Executive Committee 
(Christine Miller, Catherine Nelson, Simone Aloisio, Thomas Krabacher, and Robert Keith ColJins) and 
members of the leadership team at the Office of the Chancellor (Timothy White, Loren Blanchard, Christine 
Mallon, James Minor and Leo Van Cleve). The meetings took place during the 2017-18 academic year, and 
culminated in mutual agreement on May 8, 2018. 
The following definitions aided in the crafting of this document: 
Chancellor: For the purpose of this document the Chancellor refers broadly to the functions assigned to the 
Chancellor and the staff who work in the Office of the Chancellor . 
The following definitions are used by the American Association of University Professors and the American 
Conference of Academic Deans in surveys of higher education governance in 1970 and 2001. ( 1) 
"Consultation: Consultation means that there is a formal procedure or established practice which provides a 
means for the faculty (as a who)e or through authorized representatives) to present its judgment in the form of a 
recommendation, vote or other expression sufficiently explicit to record the position or positions taken by the 
faculty. This explicit expression of faculty judgment must take place prior to the actual making of the decision 
in question. Initiative for the expression of faculty judgment may come from the faculty, the administration, or 
the board." 
"Discussion: Discussion means that there is only an informal expression of opinion from the faculty or from 
individual faculty members; or that there is formally expressed opinion only from administratively selected 
committees." 
9 
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(1) https://www.aaup.org/NR/rdonlyres/97F85F 15-0C93-4F2D-829l-E0E3DAC00329/0/01 surv .pdf 
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Artificial Intelligence 
ImplicaffonsforHigherEducation 
Simon Rodan, School of Management, San JoseState University 
Harlan Findley, Google 
August, 2018 
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This paper raises the questioµ: what will be the impact of recent advances in Artificial 
Intelligence(AI) on higher educational program offerings? According to some estimates, AI will 
change30% of the underlying activities in over 60% of jobs in the United States. Some of those 
may be jobs for which universities such as ours are currently preparing their students. Adapting 
to this new landscape may,in some cases, necessitate changes in what degree programs teach, 
and may well require a re-imagining of the postsecondary educational model and the role of the 
University, and the services it provides,in society. 
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Introduction 
In the first part of thispaper, we provide some historical context, noting the original thinking 
and policies around globalization, employment and education. In the second section, we 
consider the implications of AI on higher education, and the final section suggest possible next 
steps. 'Thisis not a rigorous academic paper, is somewhat speculative, and is intended simply as 
a starting points for discussion, reflection and ultimately, action. 
Historical Context 
The Promise of the Knowledge Economy 
The mid-1980s saw a rise in prominence of free markets and a concerted move towards the 
lowering of trade barriers. As international trade opened up, the globalization of manufacturing 
supply chains led to the offshoring of a large number of manual jobs to lower-wage developing 
countries. The policy response in Europe and the US was predicated on the notion of the _ 
"knowledgeeconomym; that if manual labor was migrating to other countries, jobs that required 
greater levels of education would take their place. This led to a push for ever larger numbers of 
high school graduates to attend university. At the same time, emphasis shifted from vocational 
training to a university style education 2 • A bachelor's degree came to be seen not as something 
for a fortunate few, but as a prerequisite for jobs in the knowledge economy. 
Two things were missing from that vision of the future~ first it underestimated the strength of 
higher education in many of the countries that had been considered "developing", in particular 
India and China. The notion that the developed countries' educational systems were a source of 
comparative advantage may well have been wishful thinking. Second, it did not anticipate the 
rapid advances in artificial intelligence that are likely to change drastically the employment 
landscape. In the first decade ofthe .2tst centucy, the mantra that knowledge work would be the 
panacea to savethe developed economies from the adverse effects of globalization ran aground 
on the realization that developing countries were likely to be able to compe~e in the space that 
the developed countries had conside,.-ed their preserve. The prospect that many 
knowledge-related middle class jobs might be as susceptible to offshoring as had been the 
manual ones that had moved overseas at the end of the 20th centucy, led to a new framing; the 
notion of the "innovation economy" was born. 
With much the same the same hubris that underpinned the conceit of the knowledge economy, 
the innovation economy was touted as being the rightful domain of pre-eminence of the 
developed ~nomies. Carly Fiorlna, ex-Hewlett-Packard CEO, epitomizedthis thinking:"I have 
been doing business in China for decades, and I will tell you that yeah, the Chinese can take a 
test, but what they can't do is innovate," she said. "They·are not terribly imaginative. They're not 
1 The adaptive potential of labor markets is still awidely-held belief. 
• In Britain, for example, polytechnics, which had historically offered vocational training, were re-branded as 
universities. 
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entrepreneurial, they don't innovate, that is whythey are stealing our intellectual property 3". 
While this seems a dubious claim4 5 6, relying on creativity as our last refuge in the 
post-industrial revolution is probably another misplaced act of faith. America may not have as 
much protection from competition, both in labor markets and in the product markets that it has 
dominated in the last several decades, as some hope. There is thus no magic bullet, no 'American 
Exceptionalist' refuge from the impact of AI. Moreover, AI may not just replace people in rote, 
routine knowledge-related tasks; it will replace people in activities that rely on creativity as well. 
How Al is Changing the Landscape 
It is over 20 years since DeepBlue, an IBM chess-playing computer, beat chess grandmaster 
Gary Kasparov'. The recent victory of 'AlphaGo', an AI program developed by Google, over the 
world's top Go player8 provides more recent, and perhaps more compelling evidence that AI can 
solve highly complex strategic problems of a kind that had been considered analytically 
intractable ~d therefore amenable only _to human intuition. Not onlywill activities that require 
computatio~ and the application of knowledge beat risk from AI; medical diagnostics, once 
11 12considered more of an art than a science is becoming much more automated9 10 • 
White-collar jobs, requiring years of training, could in the future be performed by a computer, 
possibly with greater accuracy than by humans. Beyond inference from 'big data' and image 
interpretation, AI may even prove to be capable of creative tasks, attackingthat last bastion of 
human endeavor thought to besafe from mechanisation. As BusinessWeek reported recently, AI 
is beginning to generate creative artifacts that could easily be mistaken for the work of little 
known Impressionists 13, 'artem ex machina'. 
Accordingto a recent study by McKinsey14,a management consultant, "The impact [of AI] will 
be felt not just by factory workers and clerks but also by landscape gardeners and dental lab 
technicians, fashion designers, insurance sales representatives, and even CEOs". The study 
continues; "about .60 percent of all occupations have at least 30 percent of activities that are 
technically automatable, based on currently demonstrated technologies". In another report15, 
~ http://fortune.com/2oi5/o5/26/carly-fiorina-china-innovation/ 
4 
bttps://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelcwenderoth/2018/04/11/china-is-innovating-faster-tban-you-imagine/#hl:e4 
539273d9 . 
5 bttps: / /www.techworld.com/picture-gallery / data/ examples-of-high-tech-innovation-in-china-3641347 / 
6 
bttps://www.weforum.org/ agenda/ 2018/ 02/these-charts-show-how-china-is-becoming-an-innovation-superpower / 
7 
ttps://www.scientificamerican.com/article/20-years-after-deep-blue-how-ai-bas-advanced-since-conquering-cbess/ 
8 https:/ /www.nytimes.com/2o17 /o5/23jbusiness/ google-deepmind-alphago-go-champion-defeat.btml 
9 
https:/ /www.technoiogyreview.com/the-download/610853/fdJt-approves-flrst-ai-powered-diagnostic-that-doesnt-ne 
ed-a-doctors-help/ 
"'https://www.1;ecbnologyreview.com/ s/610397 / ai-could-alleviate-chinas-doctor-shortage/ 
u https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.02442.pdf 
"'https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en//pubs/archive/45732.pdf 
13 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-17 /ai-made-incredible-paintings-in-about-two-weeks 
14 https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/employment-and-growth/teclmo1ogy-jobs-and-the-future-of-work 
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4 
McKinsey notes that economicpressure driving AI adoption.The extent of the economic ( 
disruption is perhaps unprecedented both in its scale and in the speed with which change may 
occur. A successful AI algorithm w_ritten by just one persoQ, and whichcan be easily scaled, can 
supplant an activity employing hundreds or thousands of people. Not only is· the scale of the 
disruption potentially seismic, the speed at which it is arriving may be much faster than we 
expect. Google's Director of Strategic Planning for People Operations, llarlan Findley, believes 
that self-driving trl,lckswill replace all manually operated long-haul trucks within two to three 
years. And while not all jobs may be affected quite so rapidly-McKinsey notes that the cost of 
automation,- the supply of cheap labor, and regulation will ru$Oplay a role in slowing Al's 
adoption for knowledge work-the study concludes that 50%of all today's work activities may be 
automated within 20 years. While that may seem relatively distant, some jobs will be affected 
sooner than others as in the case of the trucking industry and medical diagnostics. It is not too 
soon to start thinking about what these changes mean for higher education. 
Implications for Higher Ed 
Degree Programs 
Just as certain jobs may comprise activities that are differently vulnerable to replacement by AI, 
not all programs will be equally affected. AB noted, while some aspects of medicine may soon be 
radically transformed by Al, others, such as the BA or MA in Art History and VISualCulture or 
the minor in Ancient and Medieval History, may be more immune. Those degree programs that 
may be most impacted should begin to consider how their program content and pedagogy may 
need to change and ·adapt once they understand which activities they.are training students in are 
most susceptible to AI replacement. Programs may need to eliminate some parts of what they 
currently teach, and adapt others to incorporate AI into their programs. 
Some Examples of the Potential Impact of AI from the BSBA 
To provide some more concrete examples, we speculate very briefly about the impact AI may 
have on four concentrations in the BSBA degree: Finance, Accounting, Marketing and Decision 
Science . 
. The finance industry is changing . A friend of one of the authors, with a BSc in Physicsfrom 
Imperial and a PhD in Mathematics from Oxford.16, was hired in 1987 by Goldman Sachs 
working with currency swaps. He was an early example of a trend in finance at the end of the last 
century in towards increasingly sophisticated predictive modeling. A new approach has been 
gaining ground recently; mathematical modeling is being supplanted by AI and deep learning, 
and has given rise to a new, rapidly growing industry .segment, "fintech". Finance may 
increasingly rely less on people with mathematical modeling skills and more on people with 
bttps:/ /www.mcldnsey.com/Business-Functions/McKinsey-.Analytics/OUr-Insights/Artificial-inteJligence-Wby-a-dig 
ital-base-is--critical?cid=other-eml-alt-mkq-mck-oth-1807&:hlkid=91dl.7b6a2e7648fo9bfec12533b6W1&hctky=29727 
04&hdpid=8cdbo413-e1e4-4e22-89do-8f57b1559de3 
16 He was widely expected to become a theoretical physicist. 
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computer programming and decision science skills. Not only will the skills required change; 
sincealgorithms scale easily.finance will also need to employ fewer people than it has in the 
past. Mutual fund managers may be replaced by AI and financial advisors for the "mass-market;, 
of the middle class will be replaced by algorithmically managed portfolios. That may mean fewer 
jobs for our Finance graduates. 
Auditing, a major avenue for Accounting graduates, is at its core the application of a set of rules 
to a large amount of financial data. As far back as the 1980s, this was a task that was 
increasingly reliant on the use of data stored on computer. The application of rules to large 
quantities of data would seem to be a task for whichAI is wellsuited Currently, 20% of our 
Accounting undergraduates go into public accounting compared to 50%of AIS undergrads. If 
auditing becomes largely automated through the use of Al, the number of jobs for Accounting 
graduates will fall significantly. 
Marketingmessagingis now flowing in increasing volumes through social media. i>latfonns such 
as Facebook are accumulatingunprecedented amounts of information on their users that can be 
mined using AI to tailor and target advertising and promotions. Similarly. online retail 
platformslike Amazon and Alibaba collect data on customers' buying patterns and useAl 
algorithms to develop predictive models of the kinds of products buyers are most likely to buy. 
The developmentand placement of advertising is thus incre~ingly driven by tools that allow 
modelling of 'big data'. The Marketing· curriculum may well need to shift focus to accommodate 
these trends. 
Business Analytics is a relatively new concentration that is likely to be a beneficiacy of the 
changes Al is bringing about. As finns move toward making ever greater use of 'big data' this 
concentration may wellsee considerable enrollment growth as the zeitgeist incorporates the 
realization that analyzing big data is the one of the most stable in terms of skills and growing in 
employment opportunities. This concentration may prove to be a significant growth 
opportunity for the College and the University. 
Beyond the Classroom - The Structure of Post-Secondary Education 
A second possible implication of the changes AI relates to the accelerating pace of change.In 
some cases the impact of AI may be to eliminate a job altogether, narrowing the range of 
employment opportunities for our graduates. It is possible, however, that AI will not simply 
bring about a single discontinuity in the labor market, but become a permanent driver of 
continuous change. Jobs may no longer remain relatively stable in terms of their activities over 
the span of someone's working lif~.Indeed jobs may appear and disappear in a matter of years 
rather than decades. This increasing rate of change may affect the longevity, the "half-life", of 
the knowledge and capabilities students acquire as they earn their degrees. 
Currently we educate our youth almost continuously from the age of five to their early-twenties, 
at whichpoint, formal education, for those not going on to graduate education, ends. Up to now, 
developed countries' approaches to the challenge of automation has been to simply extend the 
length of time people spend in education from eleven years Oeaving school at 16), to thirteen 
V 
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(completing high school), to seventeen (a bachelor's degree). The next logical step in the -( 
'knowledge economy' paradigm's progression would be to have everyone take a masters degree; 
but that model would likely beeconomically unsustainable, because of its higher the direct cost, 
greater opportunity cost, and the reduced length of time in which to make a return on that' · 
investment 
When Al shortens the half-life of a body of knowledge, rendering a c.areer path obsolete in say 
ten years instead of thirty, the frequency and scope of 're~tooling' needed may be far greater than 
ever before; higher education may need to· be re-configured_to meet the needs of this new AI 
infused landscape. In some fields, what will likely be needed are shorter spells of formal 
education taken more frequently over one's working life.Moreover, this shorter half-life changes 
the cost-benefit calculation students make when considering college in the first place. 
Prospective students may calculate that the likely time over which they can exploit the benefits 
of their education is now too short to compensate for the cost of a traditional undergraduate 
degree and enrollment may fall.A four year degree may need to be replaced by much shorter 
periods oflearning, perhaps eight to ten weel<s every year ·or two. 
If AI does cause an unprecedented degree of labor market disruption, governments may decide 
to provide a non-means-tested safety net for everyone; in the last few years,even economists 
have begun taking seriously the idea of a universal basic income17.and a number of experimental 
trials are underway18 19• This could affect higher education in two ways; it might provide more 
people with the time and the means to enroll in college, but it might also reduce the perceived 
necessity of a degree as a stepping stone to a career. It is currently unclear how these 
countervailing forces will affect enrollments. 
The intent here is not to suggest any particular solution but simply to .draw attention to the 
potential changes AI seems likely bring about in the job market and by extension for institutions 
of higher education that have provided those markets with graduates. 
Career Reorientation 
As noted earlier, many careers may besubject to ongoing disruption from Al, requiring frequent 
career pivots. To take accounting asan example, suppose that 10 years into your career with one 
of the "Big Four" accounting firms you find yourself looking for a new job. One possibility might 
be to work for a small firm or even set up in business on your own. In the latter case, thismay 
require only a little additional learnit1,g, for example in marketing and possibly HR ifyou were 
going to hire someone. But if that isn't possible, perhaps because fewer and fewer small 
businesses need a the services of an accountant (think of the small tax preparation firms that 
have been displaced by TurboTax), then a complete career change_ might be the only option. 
That presents a dilemma. Going back to schooi for another degree is costly, and the ROI, when 
discounted for the probability of finding a suitable job at the _end, may simply not be higher 
17 https://www.eoonomist.com/tbe-economist-explains/2016/06/05/universal-basi~inoomes 
18 https:/ fbasicincorne.org/news/2017 /10/overview-of-current-basic-income-related-experiments-october-2017 / 
i9 https:f/sf.curbed.com/2018/2/1/16959714/stockton-universal-income-economy-families 
l 
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enough (or even positive). 
Another way in which the University might adapt to the changing landscape is to provide 
lifelong career services .. Currently our Career Center advises students on their choice of major 
and puts them in touch with employers to help them find a job after graduation. The Career 
Center's role might be expanded in two ways.The easiest is that itcontinue to provide advice to 
students and connect them .withpotential job opportunities throughout their working lives 
rather than just as they leave the University. When-a students finds themself at a career 
discontinuity, as for example the hypothetical accountant described above, the Career Center 
might not only help th.em in looking for another accounting job, but alsoprovide advice and 
guidance on a. more radical "re-tooling". In conjunction withacademic advising,it could help 
students better understand the job landscape for a variety of alternative paths, suggest 
programs, masters, bachelors, or certificates, and help then figure out the costs, benefits and 
risks associated with each. . 
More fundamentally, we may need to change the way we think about who we are; currently we 
tend to ascribe identities, to ourselves and to others, based on a profession and often, by 
extension, our educational specialization (e.g. electrical engineer, computer scientist, 
accountant, art historian). This makes moving from one domain to another seeming more 
daunting than it might actually be. For example, an english major, with an understanding of the 
structure ~f language may find a transition into programming, with its syntactical rules, less 
traumatic than were they to try to take up accounting as a new career. Understanding people's 
skills and experience at a more granular level might help career counsellors ease people, 
whether freshly minted graduates or alumni looking to pivot, from their current career path and 
onto a new trajectory. It might also require rethinking the waywe pigeonhole and categorise 
ourselves as a society, though that is a more daunting cultural challenge. 
Next Steps · 
A first step should 1:>eto better understand changes in the employment landscape Al is predicted 
to bring about, and the implications that has for higher education programs. Which jobs are 
most affected and which degrees are most closely coupled to those jobs? 
We envision two approaches, one that will generate a 'quick and dirty' estimate of the impact of 
AI on degree programs, the other which willbe more comprehensive hut much more labor 
intensive and time consuming. We expect the first is something that a task force might be able to 
accomplish in a year or less. It would involve collecting data. on jobs accepted by our graduates, 
and, using the McKinsey data on how jobs are likely to be affected by Al, estimate the impact on 
the programs that most commonly provide graduates for those jobs. 1bis would provide a crude 
indication of which programs will be most impacted. To does not, however, do much more than 
highlight which programs are most likely to beim,pacted by AI. 
A second approach we hope will become an integral part of the Program Planning process. In 
2017, a new set of Program Pianning guidelines were adopted as University policy- these place 
0 
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greater emphasis on looking forward to predict where a program might need to be in five to 
seven years. To get a clearer understanding of Al's impact, each program might need to analyse 
its curriculum much in the same way that McKinsey did in its jobs study12 to understand which 
courses are developing skills that are at risk from AI displacement using activities as the unit of 
analysis. This is much more labor intensive and may require several years to complete. 
Conclusion 
While it may seem that change is still some wayoff, we believe that it is time to begin 
considering the potential impact of AI on education. While it has been sw.d many times in the 
past that a particular technological change will be radically disruptive, only to find that society 
and its institutions have been able to adapt, we believe that th~ time may be different; that the 
scale and speed of the changes that AI will bring about will be more than incremental adaptation 
in labor markets can accommodate. We suggest that proactive rather than reactjve measures will 
be required to prevent serious disruption in the education-employment "supply chain". Even if 
we are wrong, and the competence-destroying impact of AI is less than we fear, the effort to 
better understand Al's likely impact will not be wasted. Al is not going away, and even if the rate 
of change is slower, and adaptation less traumatic than we envision, the insights gained from the 
work we are proposing will usefully inform that transition, even if that change takes a little 
longer. 
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.CAL POLY 
Mark Borges Chair of the ASI Board of Directors 
The 24 elected students of the ASI Board of Directors finished their first quarter in their roles as 
Directors. The Board met for the final time this quarter on Wednesday. November 28th • Highlights from 
the meeting include: 
• Presentation by Mary Pedersen and Bruno Giberti on the WASC Thematic Pathway for 
Reaffirmation process 
• Presentation from the Club Sports Council 
• Fall Quarter Club Funding Report 
• Approval of the ASI Election Timeline 
• Approval of Resolution #19-02 Resolution to Support the Cal Poly 2018-2023 Strategic Plan 
In addition, ASI Student Government is participating in the Center for Service in Action's Mustang 
Holiday Gift Drive event. Please see the following flier for more information. 
Lastly, I would like to invite you all to the first Board meeting of winter quarter, which will be held on 
Wednesday, January 9th in UU 220 at 5:10 PM. Board meetings are held biweekly on Wednesdays and 
can be found listed on the ASI website at http://www.asi.calpoly.edu . 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMICSENATE 
Of 
CALIFORNIAPOLYTECHNICSTATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS·_-18 
RESOLUTIONON SENIOR PROJECT POLICY 
Impact on Existing Policy: i Updates existing policy to accommodate a variety of 
discipline-specific practices and encompasses the University mission. Supersedes 
resolutions AS-562-01, AS-594-03, AS-683-09. 
Background Statement: Configuring capstone experiences that support student learning goals, 
align with programmatic and University objectives, and account for resources is a significant, yet 
complex task. The aim of this resolution is to establish an updated, comprehensive senior 
project policy that accommodates a variety of discipline-specific practices and encompasses the 
University mission. 
1 WHEREAS, Specific guidelines for senior projects, as outlined in AS-562-01, do not 
2 adequately represent existing practices; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, Guidelines and archiving requirements for senior projects are currently spread 
5 among three senate resolutions: AS-562-01, AS-594-03, and AS-683-09; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, The attached policy incorporates significant elements of all three resolutions; 
8 and · 
9 
10 WHEREAS, The current designation for senior project courses is non-standardized; 
11 therefore be it 
12 
13 RESOLVED: That the attached policy supersedes AS-562-01, AS-594-03, and 
14 AS-683-09; and be it further, and be it further 
15 
16 RESOLVED: That the university adopt a standard designation for senior project courses 
17 across the curriculum, either by returning to the former practice wherein the 
18 second course digit of 6 or 7 indicates a senior project course or by requiring 
19 that every senior project course has "Senior Project" in its title. 
Proposed by: Senior Project Senate Task Force 
Dawn Janke, Task Force Chair 
Date: September 27, 2018 
i (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the 
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards. 
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions. 
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE. 
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Senior Project Policy 
The project method has served as the foundation of Cal Poly' s curriculum since the institution's 
inception, and the senior project, established as an integral part of the curriculum in 1941, 
functions as the culmination of a student's project-based learning experiences. 1 To this day, the 
university remains steadfast in its commitment to affording students an opportunity to engage in 
and benefit from an integrative capstone learning experience through completion of a senior 
project. 
All Cal Poly undergraduate students shall2 complete a senior project as part of their 
baccalaureate degree program requirements. 
Definition. At Cal Poly, a capstone experience is a high-impact educational practice 3 in which 
students (a) integrate and evaluate the knowledge and skills gained in both the General Education 
(GE) and major curricula and (b) demonstrate career or postgraduate readiness. 
As a bridge from college to career/postgraduate success, the senior project at Cal Poly is a 
capstone experience with achievable outcomes that culminates in a self-directed final production 
or product carried out under faculty direction. Senior projects analyze, evaluate, and synthesize a 
student's general and discipline-specific educational experiences; relate to a student's field of 
study, future employment, and/or postgraduate scholastic goals; and include an element of 
critical, self-reflectiveness to facilitate student development and promote the metacognitive 
awareness that leads to lifelong learning. 
Expected Outcomes. While major programs of study shall be responsible for designing specific 
senior project learning outcomes, all senior projects at Cal Poly should provide an opportunity 
for holistic, competency-based assessment 4 that demonstrates a strong foundation in general and 
discipline-specific knowledge as well as an advanced proficiency in the core competencies of 
critical thinking, written and oral communication, information literacy, and quantitative 
reasonmg. 
Senior projects shall broadly address program learning objectives, which should be well aligned 
with one or more college and universi ty learnin g objective , including the ability to: 
• Think critically and creatively; 
• Communicate effectively; 
• Demonstrate expertise in a scholarly discipline and understand that discipline in relation 
to the larger world of the arts, sciences, and technology; 
1 See Helle, Tynjala, & Olkinuoara (2006) for a comprehensive definition of the project method and project-based learning. 
2 For the purposes of this policy, the term "shall" indicates required practices, whereas "should" represents nonmandatory, 
recommended practices. 
3 For an explanation of the capstone experience as a high-impact practice, see Kuh, G. (2008). High-Impact Educational 
Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and Why They Matter. 
4 While Cal Poly does not follow the competency-based model of education, competency-based assessment practices are 
effective for senior projects because such practices measure perfonnance on a variety of knowledge, skills, and abilities needed in_ 
a specific discipline or future endeavor, such as a career or postgraduate degree. Competency-based assessment protocols invite 
programs to design assessment methods that ensure graduates are career- or postgraduate-ready by engaging with industry 
experts to design relevant outcomes. See Bra! & Cunningham(2016), Klein Collins (2012, 2013), Klein-Collins, Ikanberry, & 
Kuh (2014), and Larsen McClarty & Gaertner (2015). 
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• Work productively as individuals and in groups; 
• Use their knowledge and skills to make a positive contribution to society; 
• Make reasoned decisions based on an understanding of ethics, a respect for diversity , and 
an awareness of issues related to sustainability; 
• Engage in lifelong learning. 
Forms & Examples. Senior projects may be research- , project-, and/or portfolio-based; 
individually supervised or course-based; independently completed or team-based; discipline­
specific and/or interdisciplinary. They may take forms including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
• an experiment; 
• a self-guided study; 
• a student-generated research project; 
• participation in a faculty-generated research project; 
• engagement in an industry-driven project; 
• a report based on a prior or concurrent co-op/internship or service learning experience; 
• a design or construction project; 
• a portfolio of work documenting the results of creative practices; and/or 
• a public presentation or performance. 
REQUIREMENTS 
Specific senior project requirements shall be determined at the department level; yet, all senior 
projects and senior project policies shall adhere to the following requirements . 
Senior projects shall 
• Commence when, or after, a student has earned senior standing, though completion of 
preparatory courses and/or research may precede senior standing; 
• Serve as a bridge from the college experience to professional/postgraduate readiness; 
• Include clearly defined student learning outcomes that are aligned with program learning 
objectives; 
• Have faculty oversight with scheduled meetings for which specific timelines/outcomes 
are defined ; 
• Include a formal proposal and/or statement of intent to be submitted to the faculty 
advisor; 
• Involve inquiry, analysis, evaluation, and creation;5 
• Demonstrate core competencies in critical thinking , written and/or oral communication, 
information literacy,6 and quantitative and/or qualitative reasoning in line with the 
University's WASC accreditation criteria; 
• Require a process/production and culminate in a final product as defined at the program 
level; 
5 Because senior projects shall demonstrate mastery as appropriate for an undergraduate student, senior projects shall incorporate 
higher-level cogn,itive processes as identified in Bloom's revised taxonomy (see Airasian, Cruikshank , Mayer , Pintrich, Raths, & 
Wittrock , 2001) . 
6 Information literacy is a set of abilities requiring individuals to "recogniz e when information is needed and have the ability to 
locate, evaluate , and use effectively the needed information" (Am erican Library Association , 1989). 
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• Include an explicit element of self.:reflection ( e.g. dialogue with a faculty advisor, a 
written reflection as part of the deliverable , an oral reflection during a presentation, a 
self-evaluation form, etc.); 
• Adhere to discipline-specific norms of academic integrity and ethical practices; 
• Be individually and formally assessed; 
• Include a minimum count of 3 units, or 90 hours of work ,7 with no maximum; 
• Take no more than three quarters to complete; 
• Be assigned grades consistent with Cal Poly's policy on grading .8 
Note: Senior projects shall neither consist solely of a co-op/internship experience nor solely of a 
test/exam of any kind, and senior projects shall not be unsupervised. 
Departments shall 
• Make senior project policies and practices publicly accessible in both the catalog and on 
the department website; 
• Instruct students, when applicaple, of the need to comply with the university ' s intellectual 
property policy; policy for the use of human subjects in research; procedures and 
guidelines for human subjects research; and regulations, policies, and standards for the 
care and use of animal subjects in research; 
• Discourage costly senior projects and/or ensure students are aware that they are 
responsible for identifying costs and potential funding sources prior to initiation of a 
project; 
• Set standards for group-completed senior projects, ensuring that the number of students 
participating in a group senior project is not so large as to und~ly limit individual 
experience or responsibility and initiative; 
• Ensure the scope of a project is robust enough for students to integrate and apply general 
and discipline-specific knowledge yet not overly ambitious thereby resulting in delayed 
time to degree; 
• Review senior project processes and assess senior project artifacts at least once within a 
single cycle of program/accreditation review; 
• Determine a process for archiving senior projects, whether at the department- or college­
level and/or in collaboration with Kennedy Library. 9 
7 With the definition of a credit hour as 30 hours of work, as stated in Definition of a Credit Hour. 
8 A grade of RP (report in progress) may be appropriate for the first quarter of a two-quarter senior project or the first and second 
quarters of a three-quarter prqject. Similarly, an I (incomplete) grade may be appropriate for a prqject that remains incomplete at 
the end of the prescribed period, although instructors are encouraged to consider the positive impact that awarding a regular letter 
grade may have on a student's progress to degree completion. 
9 Policies and procedures governing submissions to Kennedy Library's institutional repository are based on University policies 
pursuant to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) , Intellectual Property Rights, and CSU accessibility 
requirements. Senior projects submitted to the institutional repository hosted by Kennedy Library become part ofuniversity's 
scholarly record. · 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
While departments shall establish senior project practices within the context of their specific 
discipline , curriculum, and pedagogy, they should incorporate multiple pathways to senior 
project completion and adopt any or all of the following suggestions, which draw upon best 
practices in capstone experiences. 
Senior Projects should 
• Be student-directed; 
• Begin in inquiry; 
• Synthesize and apply prior learning in both GE and the major ; 
• Involve individualized, independent learning opportunities; 
• Include a written element of at least 1,000 words; 
• Offer students an opportunity to create new knowledge, their learning legacy; 
• Help students develop their professional and leadership skills. 
Departments should 
• Consider hosting informational meetings for students prior to or concurrent with senior 
project course enrollment; 
• Scaffold the curriculum toward the senior project capstone experience by providing 
students with the opportunities to build their knowledge , skills, and experiences towards 
the level of accomplishment required by the senior project; 
• Ensure all senior projects within a program challenge each student equally; 
• Set the enrollment capacity for course:based senior project programs at 30 or fewer 
students in order to facilitate more direct interaction between a faculty member and an 
individual or team ; 
• Offer interdisciplinary senior project opportunities within a department or in partnership 
with other majors; 
• Encourage students to engage in ethical practices and embrace principles of diversity, 
inclusion, and equity when completing their senior projects; 
• Engage in external review of.senior project artifacts by alumni, professionals, and other 
disciplinary experts. 
For additional support, departments should consider 
• Collaborating with Kennedy Library to determine an effective archiving practice for all 
types of scholarly outputs including traditional, non-traditional, and non-digital native 
born research products; 
• Contacting the CTLT about workshops to help faculty develop senior project mentoring 
practices; 
• Reviewing the set of prompts available on the APP website to learn more about ways to 
design effective senior project policies and practices; and/or 
• Referencing some of the sources listed on the attached bibliography before 
developing/re-designing senior project programs. 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
Of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-_-18 
RESOLUTION ON PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF A NEW 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY PERSONNELPOLICIES DOCUMENT 
Impact on Existing Policy: NONEi 
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly's university-level personnel policies document, the University 
2 Faculty Personnel Actions, is limited in scope and out of date; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, All faculty units of Cal Poly would benefit from a more comprehensive and 
5 adaptable faculty personnel policies document; and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, AS-829~17 established a procedure for updating personnel policies in 
8 coherent and focused elements; and 
9 
10 WHEREAS, Academic Personnel maintains a centralized repository of all faculty 
11 personnel policy documents; therefore be it 
12 
13 RESOLVED: University-level faculty personnel policies be contained in a single document 
14 called "University Faculty Personnel Policies" (UFPP) to be housed and 
15 accessible to the campus on the Academic Personnel website; and be it 
16 further 
17 
18 RESOLVED: UFPP be organized according to the chapter structure in the attached report 
19 "Proposed Organization of a New University Faculty Personnel Policies 
20 Document;" and be it further 
21 
22 RESOLVED: The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee construct UFPP by 
23 proposing university-level faculty personnel policies to the Senate in the 
24 form of chapters or portions of chapters of UFPP according to the 
25 procedures approved in AS-829-17; and be it further 
26 
27 RESOLVED: By the end of Spring 2019 Colleges and other faculty units reorganize their 
28 faculty personnel policy documents to conform their documents to the 
29 chapter structure of UFPP. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee 
Date: October 26, 2018 
i ( 1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the 
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards. 
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions. 
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE. 
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Proposed Organization of a New 
University Faculty Personnel Policies Document 
Faculty Affairs Committee 
Fall 2018 
The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC) is a standing Senate committee with 
representation from each college, the library and professional consultative services, Academic 
Affairs, and a student representative. FAC is delegated the responsibility to develop faculty 
personnel policies and criteria through a joint governance process. The establishment of 
university-level academic policies through the Academic Senate is in the form of proposing and 
passing resolutions . When considering substantial changes to faculty policy·, the FAC will 
request the assistance of the deans and college faculty to provide input to draft proposals prior 
to submission to the Senate for consideration and formal approval. 
In Spring 2017 FAC proposed and the Academic Senate passed a streamlined process for 
Academic Senate approval of personnel policies. This new process specifies the nature of 
consultation with faculty affected by proposed changes and provides a clear accounting of 
which policy documents have been superseded by the proposed change. It also allows the 
Senate Executive Committee to place non-controversial updates to personnel policies on the 
Senate consent agenda. Using the new. process, FAC will replace the current University Faculty 
Personnel Actions (UFPA) document piece by piece to construct a new University Faculty 
Personnel Policies (UFPP) document. FAC may then update sections of the new UFPP on an as­
needed basis. The consent agenda procedure will allow the University to quickly adopt changes 
that are driven by updates to state law, the Collective Bargaining Agreement, or CSU Policy 
changes that must be incorporated into our policies. 
The guiding principles in revising the UFPA into the new UFPP include clarifying existing policies 
that are common across the university. Also, faculty evaluation procedures are standardized at 
the university level. For criteria the university-level policies set baseline expectations and offer 
guiding principles with directives to the colleges and departments to specify their criteria 
accordingly attuned to the disciplinary considerations specific to their programs. Colleges and 
departments would consult the UFPP and _cite its provisions in their policy and procedure 
documents. The college and department personnel policy documents should not duplicate the 
policies specified in the UFPP and Collective Bargaining Agreement, since the UFPP will be the 
definitive source for all common policies. 
The process for replacing the UFPA with the UFPP will start with the establishment of the 
general structure of the UFPP in the form of its main chapter divisions, each containing 
thematically unified selections of policy. Once the structure of the document has been 
approved by the Academic Senate and the President, FAC will propose to the Senate entire 
chapters of the document, each covered by its own Senate resolution. In this manner, the 
Senate will consider thematically unified portions of personnel policy. Once a chapter is 
approved by the Senate and President, FAC may propose -subsequent revisions to the chapters 
or portions of chapters as needed. Those revisions would move through the Senate using the 
procedure described above, including the possibility of a consent agenda at the discretion of 
the Academic Senate Executive Committee. 
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General Outline of the UFPP 
The Faculty Affairs Committee proposes the following general outline of a new University 
Faculty Personnel Policies document (UFPP): 
1. Preface 
2. Faculty Appointments 
3. Personnel Files 
4. Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation Processes 
S. Evaluation Processes 
6. Evaluation Cycle Patterns 
7. Personnel Action Eligibility and Criteria 
8. Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services 
9. Evaluation of Professional Development 
10. Evaluation of Service 
11. Governance 
12. Workload 
13. Appendices 
FAC is proposing that the Senate establish UFPP as the university-level faculty personnel 
policies document with this organization of chapters. If the Senate approves of this organization 
of UFPP, FAC would commence with the project of replacing the existing university-level faculty 
personnel policies by chapter or sub-chapter according to the Senate personnel policy 
procedures outlined above. 
FAC is further proposing that colleges revise their policies documents to adopt the same 
chapter titles and numbers as UFPP. All faculty personnel policy documents would then 
conform to a common structure, which facilitates communication about such policies across 
campus. Colleges would work with Academic Personnel to conform their personnel policy 
documents to this common form. Once a college has revised its personnel policies document, 
its departments would then revise their documents into this common form. 
Description of the Chapters of the UFPP 
1. Preface 
The prefatory materials in the document include a general account of the hierarchy of 
policy in the CSU, the formal statement of the Senate personnel policy revision process, 
and a general statement of Cal Poly's commitment to the teacher-scholar model. 
Colleges and departments can put in this section their mission/vision statements, as 
well as any guiding principles that inform their understanding and implementation of 
the teacher/scholar model, along with any policies or procedures for revising their policy 
documents. 
2. Faculty Appointments 
This chapter provides university-wide hiring policies for all faculty appointments. 
Policies in this chapter refer to but do not include the more detailed hiring procedures 
maintained by Academic Personnel. Colleges and departments in their hiring policies 
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would augment these university-wide policies with their own specific criteria and 
requirements for faculty appointments. 
3. Personnel Files 
This chapter defines the requirements and policies for the Personnel Action File (PAF) 
and Working Personnel Action File (WPAF). It provides a set of general requirements for 
these documents that colleges and departments may augment to address the discipline 
specific needs. 
4. Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation Processes 
Faculty evaluation processes have various definable functions that are common across 
the university, such as the roles of candidates undergoing evaluation, Department Peer 
Review Committees, Department Chair/Heads, College Peer Review Committees, and 
administrators such as the Deans and the Provost. This chapter defines the 
responsibilities of these roles in faculty evaluation. Colleges and departments may 
specify additional responsibilities of the various roles within the college or department 
in faculty evaluation. 
5. Evaluation Processes 
Standard and familiar evaluation processes include lecturer evaluations and the 
periodic, retention, promotion, and tenure evaluations of tenure-track faculty. Each of 
these processes consists of a sequence of different levels of evaluation. The levels of 
evaluation were defined in Chapter 4, as the responsibilities of various evaluating 
bodies, such as department and college peer committees, department chairs or heads, 
or administrative evaluators. This chapter defines all the evaluation sequences allowed 
for any sort of faculty evaluation currently used by all the colleges. University-level 
definition of these processes allows for colleges to formulate their policy and procedure 
documents using common definitions of these processes. The scope of the processes 
covered in this section includes all faculty evaluation processes including instructional 
faculty, library faculty, counsellors, and coaches. Exceptions to the normal sequence of 
evaluation levels are also covered. 
6. Evaluation Cycle Patterns 
Evaluation cycle patterns are multi-year sequences of annual evaluation processes 
leading to personnel actions. For instance, the sequence of annual evaluations that lead 
to retention, promotion, and tenure for tenure-stream faculty comprise an evaluation 
cycle pattern, as does the sequence of lecturer evaluations that lead towards a three­
year contract or range elevation. This chapter defines all evaluation cycle patterns and 
allows colleges to choose the patterns that best serve their needs and expectations. 
7. Personnel Action Eligibility and Criteria 
This chapter covers the eligibility for personnel actions (including retention, promotion, 
tepure, range elevation) and the general principles according to which the colleges and 
departments would specify the criteria for warranting the personnel action. Colleges 
and departments would expand greatly on these policies with their own criteria mindful 
of how the diversity of disciplines within the college manifest the teacher/scholar 
model. 
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8. Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services 
This chapter includes general requirements and guiding principles for how the 
evaluation of teaching, as well as professional services for non-instructional faculty, 
should be conducted by evaluating bodies. University level policies for conducting 
student evaluation of instruction are also included in this section. Colleges and 
departments would expand on these requirements and apply its principles in concrete 
guidance and expectations for how teaching would be evaluated. Non-instructional 
faculty units would do likewise for the evaluation of the relevant professional services. 
9. Evaluation of Professional Development 
This chapter includes general requirements for how evaluation of professional 
development should be conducted by evaluating bodies. The function of the 
professional development plan is the central concern of this chapter, both as 
constructed by the candidate and as assessed by evaluating bodies so as to guide the 
candidate towards the next personnel action. 
10. Evaluation of Service 
This chapter includes general requirements for how the evaluation of service should be 
conducted by evaluating bodies. Colleges and departments should augment the 
university expectations to establish expectations about service appropriate to various 
faculty assignments and ranks. 
11. Governance 
This chapter sets university level expectations for the definition of academic program 
governance at the college and department levels. This chapter will include definitions of 
department leadership as "chairs" or "heads" and university level requirements for 
defining any changes between those models of department leadership. This chapter also 
includes university-level policies concerning departmental recommendations to deans 
for the appointment of department chairs. Colleges and departments would provide 
more specific policies and procedures in accord with university-level policies. Colleges 
and departments would also include in their documents any further policies about their 
governance, including committees within the college and department. 
12. Workload 
This chapter includes policies covering various aspects of faculty workload, including 
office hours, assigned time, and policies pertaining to FERP or PRTB workload. 
13. Appendices 
This chapter is reserved for supplemental materials related to faculty personnel policies. 
One appendix will be the current version of the University Faculty Personnel Actions 
document, portions of which remain in effect until superseded by sections of the Ui=PP. 
Colleges and departments may include· any number of supplementary documents as 
appendices, such as summary worksheets, schedules, checklists. 
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Consultation with Faculty Units about UFPP 
The need for consultation with faculty units for such a universal body of policy is obvious. In 
establishing Senate procedures for personnel policies FAC proposed a uniform set of 
expectations about such consultation requiring that any affected units be appropriately 
informed about the proposed change and be able to offer feedback on the .proposal. FAC is 
then obliged by these procedures to include the nature of this feedback to the Senate with the 
proposal. 
Over the course of several weeks in Spring·and Summer 2018, Ken Brown (chair of FAC) and Al 
Liddicoat (Vice Provost of Academic Personnel) visited with every college council to discuss this 
proposed overhaul of the university personnel policies document. They explained how the old 
UFPA would be superseded by the new UFPP document. They laid out the new Senate 
procedure that would be used to create and then revise UFPP. The presentation included an 
earlier draft of this very report. They received feedback on the spot at those meetings from 
department chairs and heads, Associate Deans, and the Deans. Ken left the colleges with a 
feedback form (attached at the end of this report) for the college to compile feedback and send 
it back to FAC by the beginning of October. This timeframe for feedback allowed the college 
leadership to bring the topic to their departments at the beginning of Fall. They also noted that 
the scope of this feedback should be limited to the overall structure of UFPP, its proposed 
chapter breakdown, and the overall project of revising these policies, noting that the proposed 
text of each chapter would follow as individual items for their own comparable and suitable 
level of consultative feedback. (The nature of the proposed changes to university policy affects 
the non-instructional units far less than to the colleges, and FAC has been made aware of 
recent changes to policy documents from, for instance, the Library.) 
From this useful feedback, FAC has made some notable changes to the proposed structure of 
the document. College councils will again be informed of this proposal when it is put on the 
Senate agenda so further feedback can be directed through their Senators. 
Changes to Existing Policy 
This proposed change includes no policy, but instead establishes the structure of a policy 
document. The changes to the policy language will come when FAC proposes chapters that fill 
out this policy document. 
Implementation 
At this stage of establishing the structure of UFPP there is no implementation of policy, since 
this proposal includes no policy, but only the chapter structure of the subsequent policy 
document. Implementation in this case amounts to the project of the colleges; and in turn of 
departments, to conform the structure of their personnel policy documents to the uniform 
structure of policy documents set by the UFPP. This implementation should conform with the 
timeframe set in the resolution to which this report is attached. 
5 
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Feedback for Faculty Affairs Committee 
College: 
Main contact for further information about this feedback: 
Name: 
Position: 
Email: 
The FAC is considering having colleges and departments structure their personnel policy 
documents with the same chapter divisions of the proposed UFPPP .1 Note that a department 
policy and procedure document could defer to its college's policies and procedures on any 
topic. Please indicate whether and how this change in the organization of faculty personnel 
policy and procedure documents would affect your college and departments. 
Please identify and describe any other topics addressed in your college or department level 
personnel policies arid procedures documents that seem not to fit into any of the proposed 
chapters for the new UFPPP listed and described above. 
Please offer any questions or feedback about the proposed organizational structure of the 
new UFPPP. 
When the Faculty Affairs Committee solicits feedback from colleges about drafts of the 
chapters of the proposed UFPPP, information about the proposed new policies would be sent 
to the Dean to be distributed to Associate Deans, Analysts in the Dean's office, Department 
Chairs/Heads, and any faculty committee tasked with considering matters of personnel policy in 
the college. Are there other methods that should be used to solicit feedback from your 
college? 
The project of replacing the old UFPA with the new UFPPP is more about the clarification of 
existing policy and involves little change to existing policy. Any revision to a policy document 
raises reasonable questions about the status of those policies. Please offer any general 
feedback or concerns in your college or departments about university level personnel policies 
and their relationship to your college and department level policies. 
Please email this document with any feedback from your college to the Faculty Affairs 
Committee chair, Ken Brown (dbrown07@calpoly.edu ) by October 1, 2018. 
1 When this feedback document was circulated to the colleges, the FAC was proposing a document called 
University Faculty Personnel Policies and Procedures. Based on feedback from the colleges, FAC dropped the 
reference in the title to procedures. 
6 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-_-18 
RESOLUTION ON CAMPUS CLIMATE 
UNIVERSITY OMBUDS AND TRAINING 
1 WHEREAS, According to data on the CSU Student Success Dashboards and a recent article in the San 
2 Luis Obispo Tribune, Cal Poly has the least racialtethnic diversity in the CSU System; 
3 and 
4 
5 WHEREAS, Cal Poly has required periodic anti-harassment, discrimination, retaliation training for all 
6 Cal Poly employees with direct supervisory responsibility over students; and 
7 
8 WHEREAS, Cal Poly faculty come in contact with students in other ways including classrooms as 
9 well as during advising; and 
10 
11 WHEREAS, Ombuds services provide early intervention that can resolve conflicts before they develop 
12 into more serious concerns; and 
13 
14 WHEREAS, Cal Poly has an Office of Student Ombuds Services that provides students with assistance 
15 in resolving university related issues, concerns, conflicts or complaints; and 
16 
17 WHEREAS, 14 of the CSU campuses have Ombuds Offices as of October 2018; and 
18 
19 WHEREAS, A majority {IO of 14) of these CSU Ombuds Offices serve students, faculty and_staff, and 
20 5 of the 14 also serve MPP.; therefore be it 
21 
22 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommends that the responsibilities of the Ombuds Office be 
23 expanded to include all University constituents; and be it further 
24 
25 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommends that this expansion of the responsibilities of the 
26 Ombuds Office be done in such a way that the services provided for students not be 
27 adversely affected; and be it further 
28 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommends that all Cal Poly employees undergo periodic 
29 sexual harassment anti-harassment, discrimination, retaliation training; and be it further 
30 
31 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommends that_all Cal Poly employees undergo periodic 
32 implicit bias training; and be it further 
33 
34 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommends that_Cal Poly establish rewards to 
35 encourage employees to participate in Employment Equity Facilitator training; and be it 
36 
3 7 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate reaffirms its commitment to Academic Senate 
38 Resolution, AS-695-09, Resolution on the Cal Poly Statement on Commitment to 
39 community. 
Proposed by: Paul Choboter - Math Department, Dianne DeTurris -Aerospace Engineering 
Department, Ashley Eberle - Career Services, Harvey Greenwald - Emeritus 
Academic Senate Chair, Camille O'Bryant - Associate Dean, CSM 
Date: September 13, 2018 
Revised: November 13, 2018 
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INTERNATIONAL 
OMBUDSMAN 
ASSOCIATION 
IOA STANDARDS OF PRACTICE 
PR EAMBLE 
The IOA Standards of Practice are bami upon and derived from the ethical principles stated in the IOA Code of Ethics. 
Each Ombudsman office should have an org.i.nii.ational Charter or Terms ofRefeience. approved by senior management, arricularing the principles of the Ombudsman function 
in char organization and their consistency wirh the IOA Standards of Pracricr. 
ST AN D A RD S OF PR ACTICE 
INDEPENDENCE 
1.1 The Ombudsman Office and the Ombudsman are independent from ocher organizational entities. 
1.2 The Ombudsman holds no other position within the organii.ation which might compromise independence. 
1.3 The Ombudsman exercises sole discretion over whether or how ro act regarding an individual's cone.em, a trend or concerns of multiple individuals over time. The 
Ombudsman may alsoinitiate action on a concern idcnri6ed through the Ombudsman' djrcct observation. 
1.4 The Ombudsman has ,cc,ss to all inform2tion an'cl •II individuals in the organimion, as p,rmined by law. 
1.5 The Ombudsman has authority to s,lecr Ombudsman Office staff and manage Ombudsman Office budget and operations. 
NEUTRALlTY AND IMPARTIALITY 
2.1 _The Ombudsman is neutral, impartial, and unaligned. 
2.2 The Ombudsman strives for impartiality. fairness and objectiviry in the treatment of people and rhe consideration of issues. The Ombudsman advocates for fair and 
equitablyadministered proc~es and docs not advocate on bd1alf of any individual within che organization. 
2.3 The Ombud~man is a designated neutral reporting to the highest possible level of the organization and operating independent of ordinary line and sraff structures. 
The Ombudsman should not repon ro nor be srrucrura]ly affiliartd Y.~th any compliance function of the organization. 
2.4 Th• Ombudsman serves in no additional role within the organization which \vould compromise the Ombudsman' neutrality. The Ombudsman should not be aligned 
with any formal or informal ;;tSSOciations within the organization in a way that might cr~re acruaJ or perceived conflicts of interest for thr Ombudsman. The Ombudsman 
should have no personal intcr'5t or stake in, and incur no gain or loss from, ~he curcomc of an issue. · 
2.5 The Ombudsman has a responsibility to consider the legitimate cqncerns and intcresrs of all individuals affected by rhe matter under consideration. 
2.6 The Ombudsman helps develop a range of r,sponsible options to resolve problems and facilitate discus,ion to identify the best options. 
CONFIDENTIAIJTY 
3.1 The Ombudsman holds a11communicationswichthost seeking assistance in strict confidence and rakes all reasonable steps to safeguardconfidenrialiry, including the following: 
The Ombudsman does not re-.·caJ, and mwr not be ~uired to re,•eal,the idenrity of any individual conracting the Ombudsman Office, nor docs the Ombudsman reveal 
information provided in confidence (hat could ]cad to the idcn(ific:ation of any individual contacting the Ombudsman Office, without that individual"'s express permission, 
given in the course of informal discussions wichthe Ombudsman; rhe Ombudsman r-.tkes pecific action re1ared to an individual's issue only with the individual's exprt.SS per­
mission and only to the extent permitred, and even then at rhe sole discretion of the Ombudsman, unJ~ such action am be-taken in a way that safeguards rhe idenrity of 
the individua1 contacting the Ombudsman Office. The only exception ro this privilege of confidenrialiry is where there appears to be imminent risk of serious harm. and 
whert: there is no other reasonable option. -whether this risk exists is a detcrminarion cobe made by the Ombudsman. 
3.2 Communications h•rwe•n the Ombudsman and others (made while the Ombudsman is serving in that capacity) are considered privileged. The privilege belong, to the 
Ombudsman and the Ombudsman Off-ice, rather than to any party to an issue. Others cannot waive this privilege. 
3.3 The Ombudsman docs not ccsrify in any formal process inside the organization and resists testifying in any formal process omsidc of the organization rcg;1rding a visitor's 
contact with che Ombudsman or oonfidenrial information communic.ated to the Ombudsman, ievtn if given permission or requested to do so. The Ombudsman may, 
l1owever, provide general, non-confidential information about the Ombudsman Otl'ice or rhe Ombudsman profession. 
3.4 If the Ombudsman pursues an issue S)l>temically (e.g., provides feedback on trends, issues, policies and practices) the Ombudsman does so in a way thai safeguards the 
identity of individuals. 
3.5 The Ombudsman keeps no ~cords conraining identifying information on bcha]f of the org-ani-zarion. 
3.6 The Ombudsman maintains informarion (e.g., narcs, phone messages, appointment c.alcndars) in a secure location and manner, protected from inspection byochers 
(including tnan.tg(mem), and f1asa consistent and standard practice for the dfScruction of such information. 
3.7 The Ombudsman preparesany data and/or reports in a manner that procecrs confidcncialicy. 
3.8 Communications made ro the ombudsman are nor notice to the organization. The ombudsman neichcr acrs as agent for, nor acccpi:s notice on beha]f of, the organization 
and sha11 nor sen'e in a position or role that is designated by the organiz.ation as a place ro receive notice on bd1alfof the organization. However, the ombudsman may 
refer individuals ro the appropriate place where forma1 notice can be made. 
INFORMAUTY AND OTHER STANDARDS 
4.1 The Ombudsman functions on an informal basis by such means as: 1istening, providing and rtedving information, identifying and reframing issu~. dt"Veloping a range of 
responsible options, and - with permission and at Ombudsman discretion - engaging in informal rhird-parry intervention. When possible, the Ombudsman helps people 
develop new ways to solve problems themselves. 
4.2 The Ombudsman as an informal and off-the-record resourcepursues rcsolmion of concerns and looks into procedural irregularitiesand/or broadersystemic problems 
when appropriate. 
4.3 The Ombudsman does not make binding decisions, mandate policies, ot formally ad_judicare issues for the organization. 
4.4 The Ombudsman supplements, but does not replace, any Formal channels. Use of rht: Ombudsman Offict is voluntary, and is not a r(quired srep in any grie-vance process 
or organizational policy. 
4.S The Ombudsman does not participate in any formal invc:scigative a formal investigation or adjudicative procedures. Formal investigations hould be conducrcd byothers. 'Wl1e1 
is requested, the Ombudsman refersindividuals to the appropriate office, or individual. 
4.6 The Ombudsman identifies rre~ds. issues llnd concerns about policies and procedures, incluciing porcnrial furure i~ues and concerns, wichour brca.ching confidentiality or 
anonymity, and provides recommendations for responsibly addressing them. 
4.7 Tiie Ombudsman am in accordance with the JOA Code of Ethics and Standards of Prnctice, keeps professionally current by pursuing continuing education, and provides 
opporn1nities for staff ro pursue professiona1 training. 
4.8 The Ombudsman endeavors to beworthy of the trust placed in the Ombudsman Office. 
www.ombud sassociation.org 
Rev. IU/(19 
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Adopted: November 17, 2015 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
As-807-15 
RESOLUTION ON CAL POLY STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVITY 
1 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate has approved several resolutions since 1987 regarding the 
2 importance of diversity and educational equity; and 
3 
4 WHEREAS, Among these resolutions includes the "Cal Poly Statement on Diversity,'' which 
5 was approved in 1998(AS-506-98/DTF); and 
6 
7 WHEREAS, In the ensuing years since the Cal Poly Statement on Diversity was approved 
8 faculty, staff, and students have worked to gain a deeper understanding of the 
9 importance of diversity and educational equity through a myriad of approaches, 
10 · including the adoption of the Inclusive Excellence Model in 2009 (AS-682-09); 
11 and 
12 
13 WHEREAS, Today at Cal Poly we continue to strive to increase diversity, but in addition, we 
14 attend more closely thanever to fostering a culture of inclusivity for every 
15 faculty, staff, and student member on this campus; therefore, be it 
16 
17 RESOLVED: That the Inclusive Excellence Council has developeda new statement on diversity 
I 8 to reflect the inclusivity aspect of our university; and be it further 
19 
20 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate approves the attached Cal Poly Statement on Diversity 
21 and Inclusivity. 
Proposed by: Inclusive Excellence Council 
Date: September 29, 2015 
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Cal Poly Statement on Diversity and Inclusivity* 
September 29, 2015 
Revised- November 12, 2015 
Approved- November 17, 2015 
At Cal Poly we believe that academic freedom, a cornerstone value, is exercised best when there is 
understanding and respect for our diversity of experiences, identities, and worldviews. 
Consequently,we create learning environments that allow for meaningful development of self­
awareness, knowledge, and skills alongside attention to others who may have experiences, 
worldviews, and valuesthat are different from our own. In so doing, we encourage our students, 
faculty, and staff to seek out opportunities to engage with others who are both similar and 4ifferent 
from them, thereby increasing their capacity for knowledge, empathy, and conscious participation 
in local and global communities. 
In the spirit of educational equity, and in acknowledgement of the significant ways in which a 
university education can transform the lives of individuals and communities, we strive to increase 
the diversity at Cal Poly.· As an institution that serves the state of California within a global 
context, we support the recruitment, retention, andsuccess of talented students, faculty, and staff 
from across all societies, including people who are from historically and societally marginali7.ed 
and underrepresented groups. 
Cal Poly is an inclusive community that embraces differences in people and thoughts. By being 
open to new ideas and showing respect for diverse points of view, we support a climate that allows 
all students, faculty, and staff to feel to feel valued, which in tum facilitates the recruitment and 
retention'or a diverse campus population. We are a culturally invested university whose members 
take personal responsibility for fostering excellence in our own and others' endeavors. To this end, 
we support an increased awareness and understanding of how one's own identity facets (such as 
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion, age, disability, social class, and nation of 
origin) and the combinations of these identities and experiences that may accompany them can 
affect our different worldviews. 
•The definition of diversity is specifically inclusive of, but not limited to, and individual's race/ethnicity, scx/gcnJcr, socioeconomic status, cultural 
heritage, disability, andse11ualoricnt11tion. 
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Adopted: June 9, 1998 
ACADEMIC SENA.TE 
or 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-506-98/DTF 
RESOLUTION ON 
THE CAL POLY STATEMENT-ON DIVERSITY 
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate at Cal Poly accept and endorse The Cal Poly Statement on Diversity 
attached;and, beitfurther 
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate in partnershlp with its administtation devise plans and strategies to 
promulgate and implement the diversity and educational objectives outlined in The Cal Poly Statement 
on Diversity; and, be· it further 
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate recommend to its administration that the Provost/Vice President for 
Academic Aflairs provide an annual assessment of the previously mentioned partnership's diversity 
related activities to the Academic Senate. 
Proposed by: The Diversity Task Force 
Date: April 21, l 991r 
Revised: June 8, 1998 
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THE CAL POLY STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY* 
At the heart of a university is the responsibility for providing its studentswith a well-rounded education, an education 
that fosters their intellectual, personal and social growth. For students preparing to embark upon work and life in the 
2 I st century, a criticalelementof a well-rounded education is the ability to understand andto function effectively in a 
diverse and increasingly interdependent global society. As noted in a recent statement fromthe American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP), "the argument fur the necessity of diversity is perhaps stronger in higher education than 
in any other context. .. The ultimate product of universities is education in the broadest sense, including preparation for 
life in the working world." rnthis regard, it is in the compelling interest of Cal Poly, the state, and the nation to provide 
our stttdents with an education that is rich with a diversity of ideas, perspectives, and experiences. 
Thus, diversity serves as a fundamental means to enhance both the quality and value of education. It cannot be a mere 
adjunct to such an education but mustbe an integral element of the educational experience, infused throughout the 
community (faculty, students, and staff), the curriculum, and the cocurricular programs of the University. 
As a University whose motto is "to learn by doing," Cal Poly explicitly undemands the importance that 
experience brings to education. When students are exposed personally and directly to faculty, staff, and other 
students ftom diverse backgmunds, their stereotypes about "the other" are challenged. As the AAUP statement 
notes, such personal interaction gives students an understanding of the "range of similarities and differences 
within and among ... groupsw that"no telCtbookor computer" can provide. For this reason, both the formal and 
infonnal classroom (i.e., the rich learning experiences that occur for our srudents during their cocurricular 
activities), must be constituted In a way that reinforces the value of encountering and considering diversity. 
Moreover, diversity in the curriculum is a fundamental component of a well-rounded and beneficial education. 
The perspective!. providedbythe University are contingent upon the content and purpose of itscourses. Since 
the curriculum is the principalexpression of our educational goals and values, it must signal the importance of 
diversity to the Cal Poly mission, to the institutional culture, and to our teaching and teaming environment in 
clear and unambiguousterms. 
Thus, ~he University community (its students, faculty, and staff), the curriculum, and the co-curricular environment must 
be de~1cated to the principle of ensuring that all of our students routinely encounter diverse people, ideas, and 
expenences. 
Only throughintellec.tual and first-hand personal el(posure to diversity in its myriad forms-racial, ethnic, cultural, 
gcnd_er, geob'Tilphic, socioeconomic. ctc.-wilJ students gain the understanding, empathy, and social skills that they will 
":QUlfl! to_ be e_ffective,engagedclti7.ensinan incri:asingly crowded and interrelated global community. The benefit of 
div~rsi~ is ~m,ve':'al. Cal Poly'scommitmentto diversity signals an affirmation of the highest educational goals of this 
Umverstly, mcluding mutuaJ respect. civility, and engagedlearning. 
*The definition of diversity is specifically inclusive of, but not limited to, an individual's rac~/ethnieity, scic/gendcr, socioeconomic sto1us,cultural 
heritage, disability, and sexual orientation, 
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State of California 
Memorandum 
Date: September \ 8, \ 998 To: Myron Hood 
Chair, Academic Senate 
From: Warren J. Baker Copies: Paul J. Zingg 
Harvey Greenwald President 
Linda Dalton 
Subject: AS-505-98/DTF, Resolution on the Academic Value of Diversity 
AS-506-98/DTF, Resolution on The Cal Poly Statement on Diversity 
I am pleased to accept Resolutions AS-505-98/DTF and AS-506-98/DTF. 
The Academic Senate is to be applauded for its clear aftinnation of the educational values of 
diversity and its recognition that diversity strengthens our community ;mdprepares our students 
more fully for effective citizenry, responsible careers and engaged lives. 
Both resolutions underscore the University's values that are imbedded in our Mission Statement and 
Strategic Plan. The voice of the Senate in these matters will strengthen the University's ability to 
continue its efforts to foster greater diversity amongour students, faculty and staff. Clearly aligning 
Cal Poly with the important statements on diversity that the nation's principaleducational 
associations have made signals our ~ommitment and resolve. 
l look forward to working with the Senate and our entire University community in achieving the 
promise within these resolutions. 
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Adopted: May26 2009 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-682-09 
RESOLUTION ON 
MAKING EXCELLENCE INCLUSIVE AT CAL POLY 
l2 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate has a JO-plus year history of espousing the principles of Making Excellence Inclusive as a learning-community imperative - most recently in the Senate's 
3 
4 
Fall '08 retreat and (AS-663-08)Resolution on Diver.rity Leomi'11g Objectives;and 
5 
6 
WHEREAS, "Build an Inclusive Community" is one of seven goals of the Cal Poly Strategic Plan; a11d 
7 WHEREAS, A learning environment that supports attention to diversity is a standard ofaccreditation 
89 as promulgated by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges; and 
l O 
11 
WHEREAS, The Academic Senate has affirmed the academic value of diversity (AS-505-98); 
therefore be it 
12 
13 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate support Making Excellence Inclusive as a goat and organizing 
1415 principle of the Cal Po]y learning community; and, be it further 
16 RESOLVED: That resources for the professional development of faculty in Making Excellence 
17 lnclusive be established, sustained, and Identified by the University, colleges, and other 
18 instructionally-,related entities aspart of their inventory of efforts topromote Inclusive 
1920 Excellence; and, be it further 
21 RESOLVED: That faculty efforts in Making Excellence Inclusive be recognized as a substantive 
22 
23 
component of voluntary service in the Retention, Promotion, and Tenure (RPT) 
evaluation process. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee 
Date; March 30 2009 
Revised: April 28 2009 
Revised: May 202009 
Revised: May26 2009 
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CALPoLY 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
State of CaHromla 
Memorandum 
Date: June 22, 2009 To: JohnSoares 
Chair, Academic Senate 
' IIi(lt :.1, tt /-g~ / ___ _ 
Copies: R. Femflores, R. Koob, 
D. Conn, P. Bailey, 
D. Christy,L. Halisky, 
T. Jones, B. Konopak, 
M. Noori, D. Wehn.er, 
M. Suess 
From: \.tr~rren J. Bake/ 
President · 
Subject; Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-682-09 
Resolution on Making Excellence Inclusive at Cal Poly 
This is to formally acknowledge receipt and approval of the above-referenced Academic Senate 
resolution. 
Please express my appreciation to the Academic Senate members for their work on this issue. 
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. 
/ / 4'""11' 
1_~ MEMORA NDUM ;t·
Cal Poly I Office of the President 
·-. .,, 
To: Gary Laver Date: March 28, 2016 
'copies: K. Enz Finken 
C J. DeCosta
Jeffrey D. ArmstronlJ.,~ /J}/j,,1From: 
President {,,V / 7/11 
Subject: Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-807-15 
Resolution on Cal Poly Statement on Diversity and Jnclusivity 
I am pleased to accept and support the above-entitled Academic Senate Resolution. 
The Academic Senate has a long history of supporting diversity and inclusivity initiatives going 
back into the 1980's. I applaud this history. I appreciate deeply that the Academic Senate has 
shown repeatedly that it understands why it is critical to the success of our faculty, staff and 
students that we continue to evolve in our approach to not only recruiting diverse faculty, staff and 
students, but also in improving our campus climate so that everyone can work and learn in an 
environment that is welcoming. 
Please express my appreciation to the Inclusive Excellence Council for their attention to this 
important matter. 
Phone: 805-756-6000 I presldentsofflce@calpoly.edu 
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Adopted: November 17 2009 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-695-09 
RESOLUTION ON 
THE CAL POLY STATEMENT ON COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY 
BACKGROUND: The Committee on University Citizenship (CUCIT) is a University-wide standing 
committee charged with exploring issues and making policy recommendations related to the 
preservation and ongoing development of a vital, effective tradition of University citizenship at 
Cal Poly. The committee explores and makesrecommendations on strategies designed to foster 
and expand: 
• an engaged, civil, and mutually respectful classroom and other educational 
environments; 
• a tradition of confident, effective, and civil public campus discourse that prepares 
students for active civic engagement and leadership roles; 
• a greater awareness of factors that lead to hostile campus work environments and 
strategies for further promoting campus work environments that are free from 
harassment and characterized by mutual respect and support; and 
• the civic engagement of students, faculty, and staff beyond the University -and for 
strengthening Cal Poly's role as a good institutional citizen in regional, state, national, 
and international contexts. 
(Distilled from http://www.president.calpoly.edu/committees/CUCIT.pdf) 
1 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate accept and endorse the Cal Poly Statement on 
2 Commitment to Community; and, be it further 
3 
4 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate work with its University's administration in developing 
5 plans and strategies to help realize the values of the Cal Poly Statement on 
6 Commitment to Community. 
Proposed by: The Academic Senate Executive Committee 
Date: April 21 2009 
Revised: April 28 2009 
Revised: October 06 2009 
Revised: October 13 2009 
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Cal Poly Statement on Commitment to Community 
The Cal Poly community values a broad and inclusive campus learning experience where its members 
embrace core values of mutual respect, academic excellence, open inquiry, free expression and respect for 
diversity. Membership in the Cal Poly community is consistent with the highest principlesof shared 
governance, social and environmental responsibility, engagement and integrity. 
As students, faculty and staff of Cal Poly, we choose to: 
• Act with integrity and show respect for ourselves and one another 
• Accept responsibility for our individual actions 
• Support and promote collaboration in University life 
• Practice academic honesty in the spirit of inquiry and discovery 
• Contribute to the university community through service and volunteerism 
• Demonstrate concern for the well-being of others 
• Promote the benefits of diversity by practicing and advocating openness, respect and fairness 
Individual commitment to these actions is essential to Cal Poly's dedication to an enriched learning 
experience for all its members. 
Committee on University Citizenship 
October 13 2009 
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RECEIVED CALPOL
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CA 93407 
Y 
State of California 
Memorandum 
To: Rachel Femflores 
Chair, Academic Senate 
From: 
President 
11.
FEB 1 9 2010 
ACADEMICSENATE 
Date: February 16, 2010 
Copies: R. Koob, D. Conn, 
E. Smith, C. Morton 
B~~ 
Subject: Response to Academic Senate Resolution AS-695-09 
Resolution on the Cal Poly Statement on Commitment to Community 
I formally aclrnowledge receipt and approval of the above-referenced Academic Senate Resolution. 
Please express my appreciation to the Committee on University Citizenship for their work on this issue. 
As endorsed by the Academic Senate, the "Cal Poly Statement on Commitment to Community" provides 
a common sense set of principles for effective community participation and engagement, consistent with 
Cal Poly's core educational mission and values. I commend it to all Cal Poly students, faculty, and staff .. 
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A grant from the Ford Founda.ti<>n funded the praduc.tk>nand dissemination 
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
More than 900,000 Black undergraduates arc enrolled at public colleges and 
universities across the United States. This report is about the status of these 
students at every four-year, non-spccialiud, public postsecondary institution in 
the nation. 
We combine U.S. Census population statistics with quantitative data from the 
U.S. Department of Education to measure postsecondary access and student 
success for Black undergraduates. Lener grades (A, B, C, D, F, andI} arc 
awarded i:-o eac:h institution. 
Private schools, Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Tribal Colleges, 
militar}'.academies, university health and medical institutes, graduate 
universities, community colleges, and publk institutions tha.tprimuily confer 
associatc's degrees arc not included in our analyses. 
This report is arranged bystate. Statistics and grades for 506 individual public: 
institutions arc provided on each state's list. 
EQUITY INDICATORS 
Here arc the four equity indicators on whkh we graded public colleges and 
universities: 
0 Representation Equity 
Extent to which Black students' share of enrollment in the undergrad.1.12.te 
student population reflects their representation among 18-24 year-old dtizens 
in that state. 
8 Gender Equity 
Extent to which the proportionality of Black women's and Blac:k men's 
respcc:tive shares ofBJack student enrollments in the undergraduate uudcnt 
population reflects the national gender enrollment distributi0n across all radal/ 
ethnic groups (56.J%womcn, 43.7% men). 
0 completion Equity 
Extent to which Black studel\ts' six-year graduation rates, across four cohorts, 
matc:he~overall six-ydar graduation rates during thcisc same time periods at 
each institution. 
G Bla~k Student·to·Black Faculty Ratio 
Ratio of full-time, degree-seeking Black undergraduates to full-time Black 
instructionillfaculty members on eachcampus. 
MAJORFINDINGS 
• Black citizens arc 14.6% of 18-24 year-olds across the 50 stares, yet only 
9.8% of full-time, degree-seeking undergraduates at public colleges and 
universities are Black. At more than three-fourths of public institutions, 
traditional-aged Black students are under-enrolled relative to their residency 
in the states. 
• A.c.ross all raciaVethnic groups, women comprise 56.3% of full-time, degree­
seeking undergraduates at public postsecondary institutions. The enrollment 
gap between Black women and men is less· pronounced. Just over 52%of 
Blick undergraduates at public: eollcgcs and universities arc women. 
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.• Across four cohorts, 39.4% of Black students completed bachelor's degrees 
at public institutions within :.ixyears, compared to 50.6% ofundergraduates 
overall. Fortronc percent o!"public colleges and universities graduate one­
third or fewer Bb.ck stud.en.tswithin six years. 
•For every full-time Black fu:ul.tymember at a public college or university, 
there are 42 full-time, dcgtte-secking Blade.undcrgrad112tc~. Forty 
institutions employ no full-time Black instructors . On 44% of public 
CiWl.pusClli faculty members across all, there arc 10 or fewtt full-time Blttk 
nnks and academic fields. 
EQUITY INDEX sco~rs 
In 11dill~.'io ll.wanfj,ng-, g~es we~uu oq the fo~ equity i.nc{lcaton:, 
c:aki,datcd'" Equity Itlddc Score"'"' the equivalerit of ;lgradt pofot avenge - for 
each, insritutio.n. ln the wnc fa~ion th_at co~ ·and·'UnlveJ;SUicuustoraa.tlly 
comp~te· fodr point$ to an A; three ~ :rB,ands~ on. .GPA:,. we 1'-Ssi_gnc  
Th.e avcagc-·~ity Index Scotta,cro:.sthe.506public irtstitutions is 2:02. No 
cMl.pt,LS colic~ 'iqd unlvcnic:ics eiuncd score, earned ~hove 350. Tw9 hW1.dr. ci 
below iiOO. Lists .of institutibns with the highest md 4>wcst.Equ~ Index 
S<0.., u. inclwkd on page 10of tlli, rcpo<t,We al,o akuatal sEquity index . 
Score av,:,rage",-ttrocnll CJmpu1e1within-cuh ,t2,ft.;.A ~ap.widi'sta~ldc 
t:Yl:!agc,.is on -page~- · 
USING THIS REPORT 
We hope this publication will be useful to Black scudents and their families, 
postsecondary leaden: and facultymembers, policymakers, journalises, and 
a wide range of stake.holdenwho cue about Blackstudents' educat~onal 
cxpaiences and attainment rates, As such, we prcscnr data institution-b)r~ 
institution within each m.tc. Our aims a.reto make inequities more transparent 
and to equip anyone concerned about ~ruollment, success, and college: 
completion rates fur Black students with numbers th~y can use to demand 
conectivc policies and institutional actions. 
This report should not be misused to reinforce deficit narratives about Black 
undergraduates. Problematic trends pre~ttd herein are not fully cxpldncd 
by the failwc of K-12schools to effectively prepare these students for college 
admission and sUCCcss or to bad parentlng 1 student distngilgemcnt~ and low 
motivation. Theyalso Uc attributable to institutional practices, policies, 
mindset$, and cultures that persistently disadvantage Black students and sustain 
inequities . 
Ideally, leaders on college campuses and in state systemsofhighc.r education 
will take seriously the St!,tistics we furniah in this document. We want them 
to ttspond by swiftly engaging in rig01ous, strategic, and collaborative workto 
improve1hc status ofBlack undergraduatesat their institutions. Otta presented 
in this publication ought to inform their cftotts and help ensure accountability. 
EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
(CONTINUED) 
MESSAGEFROM 
DR.ZAKIYA 
SMITHELLIS 
SECRETARY OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
State of New Je rsey 
Prior IQ}inning tlu.NnJJ]ersey 
CrJWfflfJf'J"'/Jintt in 2018, 
Dr. Smith Ellis -m:JJ Strategy 
Direuorfar L~mina Fo,uu/4ti1Jn. 
She btJs tJ/J(J 1mied as Stnior hliry 
AdviJ01'far Ed:«atiOff tJ/ the 
While Houu and" ttnWr po!i,y 
Rduuorat the U.S. DtptJrtme,u 
cf Eduuztirm. 
To ensure the bcsl pouible educational experiences and outcomes for our 
studcnu, critical seltcxamination has to be a common pr:aeticc among 
pomecondary educators and leaden. Many of us within institutions and state 
higher education tyirems rowinely assen our progress toward goals, compuc 
01.lrselvesto pun, t.nd develop strategic plans to address our findll\g"S. New 
Jcr$C)'is curr~ntly in the midst of a long-ovuduc exploration of this verysort. 
Self-assessments mwt include an honest look at where we stand in addressing 
equity for students of color. While this should be .a component of our pluming 
at all times, it takes on even more significance within our current sociopoUti­
cal climate. We a.re facing a critical juncture in determining the type of nation 
we want to be - public colleges and universities have an especially urgent and 
infiuencial role to play in shaping that path. To say this is important work would 
be an understatement. 
Learning in college is not confined to classrooms. Instead, it ls woven through­
out the cdua.tioaal experience. Higher education leaders often spend a great 
dal of lime thinking about expanding college opportunity and improving 
learning within and beyond classrooms. We should also carefully consider haw 
the exp~iences we provide students of color align with stated goals for their 
success. Colleg(j and universities convey messages about who is valued in 
society through 1igru.ls such as the nature of the faculty, the composition of 
the 1nulent body,and the roles people of color playin keyladcnhip position s. 
These signab arc sent at a time when studcnu arc developing their sense of 
self ind determining how they will interact wlth others tosociety. So then, 
meaningful equity work is impcr2.tive to ensuring a better future, not just 
for our students, bur also for our institutions . 
When outlining goals and charting progress, it is necessary to be specific. 
As suc:h, I am thankful to the USC Race and Equity Center for beingspecific · 
in identifying Blu:k undergraduates in this report. Too often "students of color" 
arc lumped together as lf their "otheM1c.ss.,, ma.lets them all the s:unc. Ifwt are 
to be serious about our endeavors; we mwt be careful to cxamlnc challenges 111 
spcdfically as possible in ordet to be cleat about the kin& of remedies th:narc 
needed. The valuable, carefully curated information furnished in this SO-state 
report card allo-ws cducaton wd leaden to take suiously our Wileof c:ritica.1 
self-re8ection and uscssmcnt. Only byfocusing our attention in specific ways 
and acknowledging our specific challenges cin we begin to specifically address 
them. I look fo.tward to this work in the Garde!\ State, and hope that other 
higher education leaders .aaou the country will take seriously thh task,_,well. 
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Stuting with the Morrill Act of 1862, public univenitie, were built to expand 
access and succeu for State residents u.ndcrscrvcd by private Institutions. 
Low•incomc students came to land-grant universities to explore the world of 
idcu, including citiunship in a democracy . Jt is interesting and somewhat 
lronic that also ln 1862 Prc,idcn~ Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation 
Proc:lamation. I would surmise that in the midst of the Civil War no one made 
a connection between the Morrill Act and the Ema.Dc:ipation Proclamation 
because fcv.-Americans then were thinking about higher education for Bla.clc. 
studentJ. Yet today-ii is imperative foi publk univcrsitic& to cmbnce their 
original conceptual mission of inclusivity and to give special attention to those 
initially excluded. 
In 2018, Black students are now mcmbcrt ofhigher education's New Majority: 
fu&tgeneration, students of color, adult lca.rncrs,and vetcrffls. Everypublic 
university is responsible for educating this majority. The good news is that the 
public Bcctor has expanded sinc:c 1862. Land-grant universities have been joined 
bynumerous regional public,, like my own university,Govunon Sate. PrM.tr: 
postsecondary institutions must al50 contribute to equity goals. Working 
together, we have the capacity to provide cxecl!ent educational opportunities to 
what Wied to be considered minority populations. High quality education for 
the New Majority, as well as for the new minority (traditional students), must 
be the mission of sttte univu,ltics. 
Actualizing this miHion rr:quircs new waysof thinking and rrmsformations 
in tca~hing, learning, and leadership: Outstanding research published by USC 
Professor Shaun Harper and other scholars in recent yc:an indicates du.t we 
mun replace deficitframewo:ks with modds that amplify studcnu' aucts 
and institutional responsibility. ldentifying strength, ls hard work, requiring 
breaking through barriers and inculcating confidence and trust. Thewidely used 
deficit model is the cuy wayout, empha.sizing the correction of surface features 
mhcr than in-depth undcritlnding. In essence, universities must commit to 
tcseuch -bau:d rnoafonnarions, not simply to educate Bluk students or even to 
improve service to the New Majority, but to improve college access, students' 
experiences, and pomccondary educational outcomes in the twenty -fint 
century. 
Educational rraruforma.1lons ilrt imperative, if public universities arc going 
to fulfill our mission to Black students and others in the New Majority. But 
change bu a price. Ceralnly, public universities mW1t be ready to reallocate 
internal resources, but that responsibility becomes exceedingly difficult as 
stllte appropriations decline. It is time for governors and legislator, in all 50 
states to understand the necessity ofinvesting 1nhuman capital A word of 
caution: Even with betterfunding, improvement will rarely be immediate or 
linear, That is important for policymaker, and others co understand as they 
rad report ards. Certainly1 this SO-statestudyon Bhck. stud~nt access and 
successis informative, and every university should strivt for better results. But 
it is necessary to rr:membcr that real, long-term ch~ is often recursive, even 
messy. Transformation requires inve1tment 1 strategy, patience, account1.bility, 
consistent mca.suremcnt, determination, and courage. 
MESSAGE 
FROM P.·DR. ELAINE 
'4AIMON 
PRESIDENT 
Governors State University 
DT. MlaimonJtt"fJ.tdOJ CINmcellor 
eftht Univmity of.AlaJJ.o 
Anchorag~, Provost of,Ari1,1Jn(I 
Stau CJnk,er.sity-Wul, and 
Piu Pmidtnt ofAriz.rm11Sttzlt. 
UnilJt.'TlilJpri~ lobtint n,1mrd 
thtfifth Pmid,nt ,fGuwmm 
Sl4teUni'Utfflty. Hu tll'Wl!l 
/Jool., ·uading Acod1.mit. Chlingt: 
Y"uion, Smzt~g:,, Trantfonn4tion, • 
wasJntbliJbtrJin 2018. 
PUBLICHIGHER 
EDUCATIONAS 
A PUBLIC GOOD 
Higher education in the United States is a public 
good. While it confcn ·enormous personal and 
matuial advan~s to individuals, it more signifi­
cantlyprofits our broader society. Inc:reasing 
pomccondary degree: atWtlment $tlcngthcns out 
economy and bolstcu innovation. Americans who 
graduate from c:ollege arc considerably less likely 
than arc those without degrees to be unemployed, 
dependent on government assUit&nCC, and confined 
to low-wage job&with inadequate employee bcncDts 
and llmircd oppom1nitics for upward professional 
advancement. Institutions of higher education 
help make this possible. While all cotlcgcs and 
uriivcnifu contributt:. those. that arc public play 
an especially significant role. Public institu-
tions were originally built to educate the public. 
Taxpayersin each of the 50 states help support 
them. 1hcse c:unpusu, therefore, belong to the 
pubJit. A portion of the public is Black. As dau in 
thb report make painfully clear, too many public 
c0Ucgc1 and univusitics fail to offer Black students 
equitable access to one of our nation'~ most valuable 
pub{ic goods. 
Inequities in higher education arc inextricably 
linked to larger iocial forces. For exunplc, 
citizens who live in poor neighborhoods with high 
unemployment and excessive crime also typically 
lack access ro qualicy healthcare, nutritious foods1 
fairpolicing, and K-12 schools that arc high 
performing and equitably rt.sourced. Unfortunately, 
a disproportionate number of Americans disadvan• 
tagedby these factors arc Black. Som_c might 
uguc such challenges arc beyond the control of 
public:pomec.onduy instirutions. Actually, higher 
education hdps sustain (and in some instances, 
exacerbate) these inequities. The overwhelming 
majority of our nation's elected officials arc college 
graduates - so, too, arc CEOs, physic:iansand 
nurses, judges and lawyc.rs, school tc.a.chm and 
administrators, and leaders in most sectors of our 
economy. As colleges and univcnitics routinely &.ii 
to teach future professionals how to correct forca 
that cyclically disa.dvant.a.gcBtack Americans, 
these institutions remain complicit in maintaining 
engines of rac:lal inequity that severely limit 
Black students' chances of ever making it to and 
sucttcding in coll:ge. 
Inequities arc not fully cxplalncd by forces external 
to t college campus. There aicnumerous factors 
and conditions within it that determine who gea 
admitted.how they arr: treated once they matrlc· 
ularc, the inclw;ivencss of their learning environ­
ments, the cultw-al relevance of what they arc 
taught, the racial divtrsity of their professors, and 
rhci, likelihood for personal wellness and academic 
succcH. As our data show, faculty mcmbcn and 
leaders on too many campuses art bad stewards 
of the public good, at least as it pcrtlins to Black 
student$, Instead of asking, "whyarc Black 
undergraduates doing so poorly at public institu­
tions," we encourage readers to que5tion why 
public collcgu and universities do so poorly at 
enrolling and graduating 'Black students; ensuring 
gender equity among them; and affording them 
greater, more reasonable acccu to same-race faculty 
members. 
Clearly, polic.ymaking activities concerning 
postsecondaryeducation fail to levelthe playing 
6eld for Black.Americans. This is partlyattrib­
utable to ncclcs, appro1Chesto policymaking. Few 
&tatcand federalpolicymakers are Black. Policy 
actors across all raciil/cthnic groups arc responsible 
for guaranteeing that public postsc«indary institu­
tions equitably serve the public, including Black 
rctidcnts withinstatc:lithey rcptcscnr. Morcove,, 
most college presidcnt5, trusteu, senior adminis­
trators, professon, and admission officers arc 
White. They, too, a.re responsible for better serving 
Black students and affording them greater accus 
to the public good that is public higher education. 
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Examined in this report arc four access and equity indicators for Black 
undergraduates at every four-year, non-spcclaliud, public postscconduy 
lnstitutiDn in the United States. We analyzed quantitative data fram two opcn­
acecssfederaldata wurcu: U.S. Census American Community SU1Vcy and 
the U.S. Department of Edu.cation', Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 
Sy,t<m (lPEDS). 
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On the Representation Equity indicator, A's were awarded to all 120 colleges 
and univcrsitieiat which Black enrollments either matched or extteckd Bia.ck 
repreientationin the ,tates where those schools are located. The remaining 
letter grades WCJ"Cdistributed in fourths across the remaining 386 institutions. 
On the three other equity indicators, grades were distributed evenly in 
quintiles,except in cases where tics did not permit exact splits. Put differently, 
onc•fifth of institutions retti~ A's, one.fifth received B's, and so on. 
We did not 2.wud letter grades to Texas Woman's University and Mississippi 
University for Women on the Gender Equity indicator. Though both arc now 
co-educational, their single•stx origins explain why Black womcn'1 enrollments 
,odra,tically outpace Black men's. 
IPEDS graduation rates d:ata were missing for 11collegesandunivcnitics. 
Weawuded incomplctes (I's)to those schools on the Completion Equiry 
indicator and did not factor it into their Equity Index Scores. The5e institutions 
Ukclyhave a variety of cxcuS2blc ~planations for non-reporting. For irutuice, 
Governors Su.tr: Univuslty did not admit its first fu:shman clan until 2014, and 
therefore docs not yet have a six-yur graduation rate. Calculating CSU's rates 
across four cohorts of six--yur graduates wil1 not be possible until 2023. The 10 
other non-reporting institutions probably have similarly unique circumstances. 
CAUTIONARY NOTE ABOUT A'S AND B'S 
Unlike most report card$, high grades (A's and B's) in this publication are not 
necessarily indicators of exceptional performance. Instead, they a~ markers of 
eq11icybetween Black undergraduates and compa.rison groups. We present two 
iltu1trativc enmples in this section. 
F'ml, at New Mcxieo State University, the slx-yeu graduationrate across 
four cohorts of Black. undcrguduates ·was 18.6%,compared to 20.1%for 
students overall On average,acrossall public institutions, 11.2percent.age 
pointl sepantc Black undergraduates 
indstudents overall on our Completion 
Equity indicator. Hence, New Mexieo 
State's rcb.livcly low 1.S pcicenl2ge 
point gap plttcs it am 
0 
ong the top 20% 
of public institutioru;. 1hat four of every 
five undergraduates who start 1tNew 
Mexico State do not attain degrees from 
there within six yea.rs J"Cnders it a low­
performing institution, dctpite its gnde 
on this particular indicatol'. 
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Second, a.n A was a.warded to Michigan Technological Univcnity because its 12:1 LIMITATIONSBlack studcnts-to-Bl:ack (aculty ra.tio is one of the lowest unong public institutions 
(CONTINUED) in the nation, thereby placing it in the top quintile. However, it is worth noting 
that Michiga~ Tech had only 48_ full-time, degree-seeking Bl:ack undergradWltcs 
and a total of four fu11·timc Black instructlon.11 fac:ultymembers across all ranks 
and aademic fields during the 2016-17 academic school ycu . Black representation 
at Michigan Tech is alarmingly low, especially given its sizeand the relatively high 
number of Black residents across the state in which it is loc:atcd. 
In light of these two examples, we strongly encourage readers to look at all data we 
provide for each institution, not just its lcn:u grades and Equity Index Score. 
LIMITATIONS 
Each equity indicator in this report ha..s at least one noteworthy limitation. 
Reprc:!leotarion Equity ill.dudes only 18-24year-old Black citizens in each 
state, those who arc the same a~ as tnditional college enrollees. Some Bla.ck 
undergraduates attending public four-year institutions ue returning adult learners. 
Black student enrollment percentages include them, but the nace residency 
percentages do not. It is important to acknowledge that at many public four-year 
institutions (especially re.search universities) the overwhelming majority of full-time, 
degree-seeking Black undergraduates arc tnditional age. 
Our Gender Equity measure treats gender as a bi.nary (women :and men), which is 
a limitation. We :analyzed and report the data this waybccaU$CIPEDS bas no other 
gender .identity options. 
Fcdcnl graduation rates do not account for undergrtduatts who tnnsferrtd from 
one institution a:, another, which is a limitation of our Completion Equity measure. 
T.ransfcr studenbi arc counted as dropouts in IPEDS. No published evidence or 
anecdotal reports suggest that Bb.ck undergraduates att any mo~ or less likdy than 
arc members of other n.cial g~ to transrer fr"arnpublic colleges and universities 
to other ponseeOt'..dary institutions. 
Lastly, as previously noted in our Michigan Tech example, we awarded A's to 
some institutions that employ a pathetically low number of full-time Black 
instructional &culty membcn and enroll very fewfull-time, degrcc-,eeklng Black 
undergraduates. This is a limitation of our Black Studtnu-to--Bladr. Faculty Ratio 
measure. It extends ac:ron the other three indiatan JS \Y'Cll.Distributing gr:adcs by 
quintiles demanded that we inevitably awud A's and 8'1 to some institutions that 
perform p0orly, but relatively not u bad as three·fifths of other public colleges and 
universities. 
DATAACCURACY 
Institutional data wc present in thisreport arc from the U.S. Department of 
Education's publiclyavailable Integrated Postsecondary Education Dat:1 System 
OPEDS). Every college and university in the nation receiving federal funds is 
required to anntu.lly submit these acd other data to IPEDS. Statistical inaccuracies 
in this report uc mo$t likely attributable to erroneous institutional reporting to 
the fcdcnl govuruncnt or to tcchnkal proccsaillg errors in IPEDS. Qyestions 01 
concerns about data accuracy should be dire.c.tedto the IPE.O5 Data Use Help Desk 
,t 1-866-558-0658. 
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outperform othen on the four equity m~ures
chosenfor this .litudy.But on the other hand, 
wt deem it problematicto offer kudosto any
campusthat sustains inequity on anyequity~
Highlighted on this page are public colleges 
and universitieswith exceptionallyhigh md low 
equity index scores. On the Ont: hand, we think it 
i$ important ro call attention to institutions that 
lndic:atoror that otherwise disadvantagesBlack 
undergraduak:!.Put differently,a campusthat 
performswellin compari&onto others isnot 
necessarilya national model of excellencethat is 
exemptfrom recommendationsofter~ at the end 
of this n:port . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
We do not believeBlack students a.relargely 
responsiblefor their undcrrcprcs-cntttionand 
lack of successat public collcgc11and univenitiCI. 
Factors such as low motivation,insufficient 
academiceffort. fixedmindsets, low classroomand 
out-of-classengagement, and parental influences 
an: indeed partly responsiblefor 5om,etrends noted 
in this publication. Notwithstanding1 researchers 
and pomccondary leadersrelytoo heavilyon these 
factors as they attempt to u:plain the tdu.cational 
status of Blackundergraduates.The onus for 
successis coooften placed cnti.rclyon students, 
their families, and K-U schoolsthey attended. In 
this section, we shift more of the i-csponsibilityto 
higher education lcuius and policymakers. 
Recommendationsofferedbi:Joware for 
profcuionals whoworkat and on behalf of public 
collegesand universities.We donor maintain that 
simplydoing the few things we suggestwill be 
cnougl;ito fix a// problemsthat undermine aec.ess 
and successfor Blackundergraduates.We arc 
confid:nt, however,that our recommendations will 
help remedysomeinequities documentedin this 
rcporL 
ACHIEVINGEQUITYACROSS 
THE FOURINDICATORS 
Manyinstitutions performed exceptionallyon one 
or more of OW" equity indicators. Leadersat S)'!U:ffl 
and campus levelsshould reach out to colleaguesat 
these institutions to undcrstlnd how they achieved 
such extraordinary results. Creating opportunities 
for organiutional learning acrosscampusesis one 
rccommenda.tionwe have for public:posUcconduy 
systemuccutives. At statewideconvcnings, 
professionalsfrom institutions that euncd. !ls on 
one indicator could sha.tchelpful stn.tegicswith 
colleaguesfrom lower-performinginstitutions. 
Faculty members and leaders at campus and system 
kvcls must spend time lea.minghow to actually 
achieveracial equity. Our researchat the USC 
Race and Equity Center makes painfuJlyclear 
that most pcaplc who work in highez..education 
never learned much, if a.nythingat all, about how 
to address nci1m or strategicallyachieveracial 
equity. Since those who arc 1upposcdto fix racial 
inequities on campwes were not taught how to 
do so, it LSno surprise that widespreadinequity 
continuallypcrsisu. The USC Equity Institutes, 
our eight-weekprofessionallearning series,is one 
eight 90-minutcmodules for 20 leaden at an 
institution,we:;a.lsocoach reams as they create 
strategic:plans for the design, implementation, 
resourcing,assessment,accountability, 
eommuniation, and sustainabiliryof four racial 
equityprojects.\Ve beli!vc it hard to arhicve equity 
for Blac:kundergraduatesat publiccollegc-i;and 
univcrsitie.,without this level of commitment to 
ptofusional learning and nrategic organiutional 
chuigc. 
TheworkofBlackstudent succestcannot rest 
mostlyon a chiefdivct1ityofficer,black culrw-c 
centerstaff,o::a fewBlack&cultymembers. 
Instead, m recommendCStablishingaoss-c9:mpus, 
cross-sectorteams compziscdof facultyand su.ff' 
members,ul'lioradministrators, alumni, and Black 
undc:rgraduitcs;these teams should include some 
White profc.s.sors100 administrators. 
response to this problem. In addidon to f.u::U1t1ting 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
(CONTINUED) 
INCREASING BLACK 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT ENROLLMENTS 
At many public institutions, a disproponionatcly 
high shuc ofBb.ck undergraduatescome from 
only4-5 citle$ and just a smtll number of supplier 
high schools within those cities. This signifies that 
rccruhcr.s return to the S&me placesyear after yea.r 
to fin4 Blttk applkar:its. While strong partner­
ships between high school, and pomeconduy 
institutions arc praiseworthy, heavy or exclusive 
reliance on a small number of them is unlikely 
to produce different ruults from one year to the 
next. Admission officers must substantivtly engage 
a wider array of high schools to find talented 
prospective Black students. 
State lcgisl2tors and public posuecondarysystem 
executives mu.st invest more resources into 
program~ that sp£dfi"'llyprepare Black students for 
college admission and success. Prep programs for 
low-income, first generation, and undcr~prucntcd 
srudcnts arc oftcntime, not specific enough. 
Consequently, too fewBlack students diJecdy 
benefi.c from them. Legislatorswd public system 
executives who wish to align Black student enroll-­
menu wirh Black representation in the state's 
population should make money a.vailtble to crca.te 
new p:artncnhips, to establish college ac:c:ci;s 
progra.ms specifically for Black 1tudcnts,:and to 
increase Mmission officcrs' tra.vcl budgets to more 
high school&aaoss the st:atc with the cxplidr goa.l 
of cruelling more Black sutt ruidcnr.s. Haph.az­
ar<llyawarding such funds would be itrcsporuible. 
Instead, public institutions must be required 
ro submit Black student recruitment plans tha.t 
include goab, stn.tcgie., and metric::!. In addition, 
state S}'ltem offices should launch synemwldc 
campaigns to spc.cifi.eallyincrease Black under-­
gnduate ~llmcnts. 
Any coUegc recruiter from any racial/ethnic group 
who wishes to enroll· more Black state midcnts 
could do so by employing the right strategics. 
However,it is worth noting that, nation~, 85% of 
college admission directors and 80%of admission 
offitcn arc White. Undoubtedly, increasing the 
number of B~ recruiters a. campus sends to high 
schools acro,s rhe state (espcciaJly those enrolling 
high nwnben of Black students), to places of 
rt.lisious worship that Bia.ck families attend, 
and to predominantly Blade ncighborhooc:h and 
community centers would help increase a public 
po,uccondary in:stitution'5 chances ofrecruiting 
mort. Black uru:lergndua~1. Divcrslfying the 
college admission profession requires intention­
ality and casting a wider net. We write about a 
resource below in the Bl,Ckfaculty recruitment 
and retention section that would also help divc:nify 
adminion offica. 
Last spring, our cmter published its biennial report 
on Black male student-athletes and n.cial inequities 
in NCAADivisionI sports. Eighty-two percent 
of institutions In the data.set 'Were public. In the 
study, ProfcSsor Shaun Ha.rpcr suggested admission 
officer• should behavetnorc like coachu who seek 
to recruit talented Black male high school students 
to play on revenue-generating sports teams. "A 
coach docs not wait for high school students to 
cxpreu interest in playingfor the univcnity - he 
and hUI staff' scout talent, establish collaborative 
partnerships with high school coaches, spend time 
cultivating onc-on~onc relationships with recruJts, 
visit homes co talk with parents a.ndfamilies, host 
special vii;it days for student-athletes whom they 
wish to recruit, and search far and wide for the 
most talented prospects," Hupcr noted. Targeted 
activities such u thete arc necessary to recruit more 
Black students who arc not athletes. We reject thC 
cxaise [hat admissible Black undergraduates cannot 
be found, as public postsc<:ondary institutions 
confirm year after yearthat they art able to mirac­
ulously locate Black men when millions of doliars 
arc to be made from thell labor on football fields 
and basketbi.11 court1. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
(CONTINUED) 
ENSURING GENDER EQUITY 
IN AND BEYOND ENROLLMENT 
Fornearlytwodecades, higher education scholars 
and practitioners have inverted tremendous effort 
Ulto narrowing lhe gender gap in Black student 
enrollments. lhat women are now 5296and men 
uc 4896of full-time, degree-seeking Black undcr­
gradua.tc1.is evidence that these cJforu have been 
mccessful at public institutions. lt is noteworthy 
that Black women's enrollments did not decline 
as Black men's increased. What did ha.ppcn, 
though, l! that Black ..,.,,me.n's gcndcr-spedfi.c 
needs, experiences, and Usues were largelyignored 
as institutiMS worked to address-Black men's 
challenges. This wa.swrong. 
On campuses where Black undergraduate women 
considerably outnumber Black undergraduate 
men, or vi.cc vcrn, we ttcommcnd creating 
gender-specific: outreach and enrollment strate­
gics. Together, specificity and strategy can help 
achieve gender ba1ancc. Sysrcmwide Black male 
initil.tivcs, recruitment plans alfflcd at truolllng 
more Black men who arc not student-athletes, and 
campusresource centers and student organizations 
3.imedat lfflproving academic. success for Black 
undergraduate men are all fullewith us - so long 
1.1 institutions also commit energy and resources 
to undcntanding and meeting Black women's 
gcoder--spccific needs. Just because Black women 
perform better on equity indicators 5uchas the 
four used in this study docs not mean thCfe arc 
not other inequities th:at specifically disadvantage 
them. We suggest conducting qualltative studies 
on Bb.ck women's :and men's uniquelygendered 
experl.cnces, as well as disaggttg:ating quantitative 
data byraceand gender. Analyr.lng Black women's 
educational outcomes in compuison to women 
from other racial/ethnic groups, as opposed to 
alwaysusing BJ.a.ckmen :astheir comparison, would 
alw reveal partimh.r radal incquitks. 
GRADUATING BLACK STUDENTS 
AT HIGHER RATES , 
Decades ofresearch makes clear that high school 
preparation, affordability and financial aid, the 
investmentof academic effort, andhigh levels 
of engagement inside and ouUidc of classroom, 
att serious determinants of colles;e completion 
(Mayhew ct al., 2016). Lea.den at campus and 
system levels, as well as state and federal policy,­
makt.rt, need to ta.kcthis research seriowly and 
ittve5t rCSOucccsinto initiati\"CS that specifically 
prepare Black arudents for college and ensure they 
have the financial support necessaryto persist once 
they enroll. Fwlding Pdl Granu at levels that 
actually cover the con of attendance for low-in­
come Black students is a serious recommendation 
for federal policymakers. Giving institutions 
the rcsourtts they needto strategically address 
longstanding racial inequities must be among swe 
and federal policymakers' highest priorirics. 
In their 2018 srudy, USCRace and Equity Center 
researchers Shlun Harper and Charl~s Davi9, along 
with their collaborator Edward Smith, discovered 
that college complerion is not just about financial 
aid and the other aforementioned fu:tors. 1hcir 
rescuch ma.kcsclear that BJack students also drop 
out of college becawc of the racism they frequently 
cncolll\tcr on eampw. Educaton and adminis­
trators mu.st undcmand the relationship bctw(ca 
environmental racism and Black student attrition. 
Otta from our center's National Asscument of 
Collegiate Campus Climates, an annual quanti­
tative survey, would be helpful. Once instirutiOns 
have data about how Black undergraduates differ­
ently and specifically experience the racial climate, 
various stakeholders acron campus must bt:gU\ 
to strategically addtcss students' encounters with 
r:adal mictoaggressions, racist stereotypes, erasure 
in the curriculum, •nd ovut forrns of racism. "those 
experiences, not just aodcmic readiness and fimn­
cial aid, help distinguish Black undergraduates 
who drop out of college from those who ultimately 
persist through baccalaureate degree ani.lnmcnt. 
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(CONTINUED) 
RECRUITING AND RETAINING sitics. Eventually, PRISM will include thousands 
of employable people of color with standudiud 
profiles, as well as downloadable CVs/resumcs and 
worksamples.Institutions will be ableto search 
for and direct message pro.f'enionals of cclor whom 
they deem qualified and potcnti.t.lly attractive 
for opportunities on their campusc1. Th.iswill be 
one W1Yto ensure that more current and prospec­
tive Black faculty members know about positions 
at public institutions. In addition to &.culty 
members accms academic ranks and fields, PRlSM 
will include administrators of color across sectors 
(admissions, student affairs, academic affairs, and 
businessscrvi~. to ru.mc a few). 
Recruiting mOt"cBia.ckfull-time faculty members 
without addressing tacial climate and workload 
imbalance Issues and ensuring that White faculty 
collcague5respect their scholarship would be a 
waste of institutional resources. Turner, GonUlei, 
and Wood (2008) published a comprehensive 
synthesis of research about facultyof color.White 
profuson 7.00Jcadcrsshould read this article, 
discuss it, and begin wor~ing in collaboration 
with Black colleagues and other faculty members 
of cl;Mor on thclr ampuscs to strategically correct 
troublcsOmc experiential realities. Anything short 
of thll willguarantee pcrpetua.l imbalances in 
Black student-to-Bb.ck &.culty ntioa and high 
turnover rates among Black professors. 
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FULL·TIMEBLACKFACULTYMEMBERS 
Since its publicatio~ in the journal efHightr EdlU(l­
tion in 2004, '"lntcrrupting the Usual: Successful 
Strategies for Di~sifying the Faculty" has become 
one of the mosr cited pccr-rcvie'Ncd articli=s on 
the top it of faculty diversity. It also has been 
used to guide practke on a countless numhB of 
campuses acros:li the nation. We highlyrecommend 
that public instirutioo leaders read it and employ 
stntcgic.s offered therein. DWmifyil'fgtbt Foodl]: A 
Guidel,ooA:for Commilltu is another incrcd• St11rrh 
iblyuscfuJ publication for campus lcM!crs, faculty 
members, and .&Utch committcc.s. 
ln~itutiom must go beyond simply posting job 
announcements an their HRwd>sitcs and in the 
Chronim ofHiglJtr EdllL1Jtidn. Search commit'" 
tees have to be trained on bias, hdd accountable 
for producing n.cia.lly diverse finalist pools, and 
expected to write po.$ition descriptions that amplify 
the institution's commitment to diversity, equity, 
and inclusion. Aggressively disseminating ads 
through academic ncrworks that include Jevera.l 
Black academicians also isttquind for succen. 
The USC Race and Equity Center will soon launch 
PRISM, a professional nerworking and racial 
equity recruitment ruour« for collcgc.s and univer-
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Twitter: @uscRaeeEqu.ity 
USCRaceandEquityCenter 
University of Southern California 
63S Downey Way 
Verna and Peter Dauterive Hall, Suite 214 
LOS Aneele11, CA 90089-3331 
-102-
Adopted: 
ACADEMICSENATE 
Of 
CALIFORNIAPOLYTECHNICSTATE UNIVER,SITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-_-18 
RESOLUTIONTO MODIFY THEBYLAWS OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
WHEREAS, The consent agenda is a tool for increasing the efficiency of meetings; 
and 
WHEREAS, The consent agenda is a procedure where a group of items are 
approved in a single motion .without discussion; therefore be it 
RESOLVED: That the Bylaws of the Academic Senate be modified as shown on the 
attached copy. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee 
Date: August 21, 2018 
-103-
ADDITION to Bylaws of the Academic Senate 
Section V. MEETINGS 
E. CONSENT AGENDA 
Items appearing on the Consent Agenda are expected to be routine and 
noncontroversial. Common uses include, but are not limited to, modifications to 
departments, courses, programs, degrees; new courses; and editorial revisions to 
personnel policies. (New departments, programs and degrees must include a resolution 
and follow the regular approval path for resolutions.) 
Any item on the Consent Agenda may be moved to the regular agenda at the request of 
a Senator within the allowed time. If an item is so moved, it shall be placed on the 
Business Items of the agenda as a First Reading item. Certain Consent Agenda Items, 
such as recommendations from the Curriculum Committee or Faculty Affairs 
Committee, may require special procedures. 
Debate is not allowed on any item on the Consent Agenda, but questions for 
clarification are permitted. 
Items not removed shall be approved by general consent without debate . 
-104-
Adopted: 
ACADEMICSENA1E 
Of 
CALIFORNIAPOLYTECHNICSTATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
AS-_-18 
RESOLUTIONTO MODIFY SECTION V. MEETINGS OF THE BYLAWS OF THE 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
Impact on Existing Policy: i None. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
WHEREAS, The Bylaws of the Academic Senate indicate that attachments are not 
amendable; therefore be it 
RESOLVED: That the Bylaws of the Academic Senate be modified as shown below: 
SECTION V. MEETINGS 
D. FIRST AND SECOND READINGS 
Second reading: the motion to adopt a resolution must be moved 
and seconded before debate ensues. It then belongs to the body 
and may be amended. Documents attached to a resolution are not 
amendable, and cannot be removed or added to a resolution. 
Voting on substantive resolutions shall take place only after a 
second reading of the resolution at a meeting subsequent to the 
meeting at which it was first introduced, except that the 
Academic Senate, by two-thirds vote of the senators present, 
may waive this requirement. After the motion has been moved 
and seconded, amendments may be presented for action by the 
Senate. 
Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee 
Date: October 24, 2018 
i (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the 
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards. 
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions. 
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE. 
